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Fannin named
Distinguished
Professor at
Murray State
By Dana Howard
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY, Ky. — John
Fannin, associate professor of
music, is the recipient of the
2010 Murray State University
Alumni
Association
Distinguished Professor Award.
Fannin was chosen based on
his teaching excellence and
classroom performance, concern for students, professional
activities and recognition and
service to the university and
community.
He will receive an award of
$1,000 cash from the MSU
Alumni Association, a recognition plaque and "Golden Apple
Award," and membership in the
Distinguished Professor group
in Faculty Hall. Part of his
award will include carrying the
mace while leading academic
processions at university events
such as Commencement ceremonies and a $1,000 scholarship awarded to a student in
Fannin's department.
Fannin was the first to graduate from New Mexico State
University with a master's of
music in instrumental conducting. He used his education to
direct bands at Onate High
School, Del Norte High School,

Murray, KY 42071

MFC hears various funding needs
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff VVnter
In their latest planning session
Tuesday night for next year's budget,
members of the Murray Finance
Committee listened to requests from
parks, the Transit Authority and heads of
utility departments.
Murray-Calloway
County
Parks
Director Matt Martin requested a 5.4
percent increase in operating expenses
over last year's budget to make what he

said were much-needed improvements
to facilities. He said that last year, he
requested an additional $9,000 from the
city but received a zero-petcent increase.
He said the request reflected cost-of-living increases, several needed improvements and increased pool chemical costs
because of the planned "spray ground."
He said he felt justified in his request
because the parks were one of the top
programs members of the public who
attended last fall's tax input meetings

said they supported. He said he was
requesting the same amount from the
county.
Murray-Calloway County Transit
Authority Executive Director Bjame
Hansen made a request of an additional
$25,000, which he said would represent
5 percent of the local share. He said 48
percent of the agency's funding was
from federal sources and 52 percent was
from local sources.
Councilman Greg Anderson said he

often sees the trolley and buses driviii
through town with no one inside, and ht
said he's heard this complaint many
times from city residents. Hansen said
the trolley had more than 500 riders id
the last month alone. He also mentioned
that the Blue and Gold Routes do not ran
in the summer while Murray State
University is out of session. He said tiit
could get council members the dailki

II See Page 3A

New Zaxby s
construction
to begin on
North 12th

agreed to give up getting paid
for speeches, a lucrative source
of side income. In return, pay
jumped from $96,600 in 1990
to $125,100 in 1991.
The pay increases, determined by a formula tied to the
COLA increases of federal

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
axby's restaurant will
begin construction on its
500th facility nationwide
on North 12th Street in Murray
soon.
Mike Harris, owner of a
Zaxby's franchise in Franklin.
Ky., said the chain is celebrating its 20th anniversary this
year and he hopes to see the
building going up as early as
next week.
"We should be starting construction within the next week
to 10 days," Harris said. "We've
finally overcome all the hurdles. I think the city may move,
a sewer line there this week and
then we are going to be ready to
start construction as soon as that
is complete."
The new restaurant will be
located between Cracker Barrel
and Murray Bank on North 12th
Street: now a parking lot. Harris
said he hopes to open the new,
restaurant
by
mid-to-late
August.
Harris said previously that hc
went to school in Murray in tfie
mid-60s and is happy to return
to the area after selecting it for
his newest business venture.
"The demographics in Murray
and the fact that it's a college
town makes it just a really good
location for our restaurant and
we're really excited about it,"

0 See Page 3A
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WEATHER
KYSER LOUGH I Ledger & Times
Local school representatives attended an interactive webcast, Crisis Management in a Rural School, at the public safety building at Murray State University yesterday. The webcast dealt with responding to a crisis situation at a school and
allowed participants to provide feedback.
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House joins Senate in rejecting pay raise

DWI;Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday. Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 60s.
Southwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday night... Mostly
clear. Lows in the upper 40s.
Thursday.. Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 70s.
night.. Partly
Thursday
cloudy. Lows in the upper 50s.
Friday Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs
around 80.
Friday night. Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the mid 60s.
Saturday. Partly sunny with
a chance of showers.
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By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
a rare outbreak of political solidarity, lawmakers agreed
Tuesday that giving themselves a pay raise in an election
year with the unemployment
rate hovering near 10 percent
is a bad idea.

The House voted 402-15 to
deny its members an automatic
cost-of-living raise in fiscal
year 2011 beginning in
October, depriving them of an
estimated $1,600 increase and
keeping Lieir salaries at
$174,000 a year. The Senate
took identical action five days
earlier.

Lawmakers put a freeze on
their salaries last year, resolving that padding their incomes
during the depths of the recession would not sit well with
voters back home.
Automatic cost-of-living pay
increases have beeL in effect
since 1989, when as part of
ethics reform lawmakers

City of Hazel to hold
Appraisal Fair Saturday
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
AZEL, Ky. - Those that
may have an old
antique, family heirloom or other collectible item
of value may get an expert
opinion on how much it's
worth Saturday in Hazel.
The city's antique merchants
will host the semi-annual
Hazel Antique Appraisal Fair
from 9-10 a.m. Saturday. May
1.
"The fair is open to the public and will take place in downtown Hazel in the building
beside the post office on Main
Street," said Sharon Ray,
owner-operator of The Cabin.
Registration will begin at

H

Now Carrying the Now Pilar Waterfall with
Touch20 Technology!

8:30 a.m. Appraisals will begin
at 9 a.m.
"The appraisals are free and
will be made by shop owners
and dealers from the Hazel
antique community," Ray said.
"You may bring up to two
items to be appraised at the
fair. These appraisals will be
verbal, with approximate fair
market value for each item, but
should not be used for insurance or other legal purposes."
Everyone is invited to bring
items for appraisal, browse the
shops, and eat lunch in one of
many Hazel eateries, Ray said.
For more information about
the appraisal fair, call 270-4928128 or 270-492-6252.

HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger & Times
YARD MAINTENANCE: A Murray Street Department worker tosses limbs into a wood
grinder along North 18th Street Tuesday afternoon.
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News in' Brief
'Our rock war' between Ky., Ohio ends
1 R.ANKFORT. ky A1')
Officials in Ohio have agreed tm,
return an t4-ton htmulder to Kelvin. ky at let a lengthy legal battlt
that had been lightheartedly dubbed "our rock war."
U.S. District Judge henry K Wilhoit Jr has ordered an annistwr
of sons while the neighboring states finalize an agreement to
return Indian Ilead Rock to Kentucky. The boulder bears numerous carvings of morals. names and a cnide lace. In generations
past, ii limed out of water on the Kentucky side of the Ohio River,
serving as a navigation marker tom hornets.
An expedition of ()hwarts moved the rock to Portsmouth, Ohio.
three years ago. and Kentucky has been fighting for its return
since then.
In an order staying the legal proceedings. Wilhon said some of
the logistics of moving the rock have it) he worked out between
the states

Lights open door for pdmetime Kentucky Derby
Lotilsvui L, Ky.(AP) Tht• Kermit. ky )erh. perhaps more
than any other sporting event, prides itself on tradition.
Trom Ow tasty mint juleps to the meticulously constructed
Derby hats to the playing of "My Old Kentucky Home,- the
nation's oldest continuously rim sporting event
as the sign in
the paddock reminds you - - is an annual step hack in time.
Yet tour-time Derby-winning trainer I). Wayne I.ukas envisions
a day when the race run on the first Saturday in May for the last
115 years will move into primetime.
"I think its inevitable," he said.
For proof, Lukas simply points to the newly installed lights that
surround the track, including four that jut right in front of
Churchill Downs' iconic twin spires.
"If you ask somebody standing here 20 years ago if we'd ever
have lights at Churchill, they'd say 'Absolutely not, that would
never happen,— he said. "And here they arc
KYSER LOUGH [Ledger & Timos
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Rescuers spend hours getting to plane crash

LOVETT LIVE CONCERT: The Feiice Brothers performed
Monday in Lovett Auditorium as panl of the Lovett Live onstage
series. Pictured at right. Christmas Clapton takes his turn at the
microphone to sing while, above, a washboard is brought out to
complement the accordion at the end of a song

Internet

Gov. vetoes bill to scrutinize state contracts

SERVING MURRAY

FRANKFORT. Ky. r AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear has vetoed a
hill that would have required
more scrutiny of contractural
agreements with people and
companies providing government services.
The decision to veto came
Monday after county attorneys
voiced concern about potential
effects on contractors hired to
culledt child support payments
from parents who fall into
arrears. The Kentucky County
Attorneys Association asked
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Heshear to veto the measure.
The bill would have required
that any contract of $I million
or more be scnninized by a legislative committee. It also
required that any contract for
S40,000 or less be routinely
submitted to a legislative committee for review.
Beshear said he supports the
goal 01 increasing oversight or
government finances. But he
said he vetoed the measure after
hearing the concerns of the
county attorneys

HAZARD, Ky.(AP) A plane apparently traveling from
Maryland to Mississippi is believed to have gone down in eastern
Kentucky, where emergency workers remained on the scene late
Tuesday.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reports Civil Air Patrol workers
spotted the plane in a remote, mountainous area of Leslie County.
The newspaper says it took rescue crews hours to get to the scene
Mier the plane was spotted at about 5:30 pin. EDT.
Leslie County emergency dispatcher Mike Lewis told the news
paperthat two people were believed to be on hoard, although the
number was not known for certain. It also wasn't known whether
there were survivors.
The newspaper reported the Hawker Beechcraft 58 is registered
to Island 'Trading Ltd. of Woodbine. Md., and was traveling from
Frederick. Md.. to Olive Branch, Miss.

(',RAYS( N, Ky Al't
A ‘ke.t nymnia sex Mender has
pleaded guilty to killing a mother and two young girls at their
eastern Kentucky home, then setting the place on fire.
The Ashland Daily Independent reported that Robert Drown of
Kenova. W.Va., pleaded guilty Tuesday to murder and other
charges in the deaths of 31 -year-old Jennifer Immit and her two
daughters. 10-year-old Shannah. and 3-year-old Mutsu.
The plea removes the possibility of a death sentence for Drown.
He is scheduled to be sentenced to life in prison without parole at
a hearing in Caner County on May 4.
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The first replay will start on
Fri., April 30 at 2 p.m. on MES.
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W. Va. man pleads guilty to killing 3 in Ky.

Local
Political
Forum
For
Candidates

Hear the following candidates:
Sheriff• Coroner
Magistrate District 2 & 3
Constable District 3 & 4
Mayor • City Council

From

At Mannington, flooring is all we do, so we do it better
than anyone else, In 2010, we'll continue to tntroduc.e
products that focus on styling excellence and innovativo
technologies, so your. Mannrngton floor is the most
beautiful and durable it can possibly be.
800-356-6787 I Mannington.com

II MANNING-MN.

PAINT- PLUS FLOORING
1204 Johnson Blvd.(Behind Walter's Pharmacy)
(270) 759-4979
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nder numbers is they wished.
Councilman Jason Pittman
said he thought a big problem
was that people don't know
where the buses stop on their
routes and Hansen said more
signs posting the routes and
schedules
were
planned.
Councilman Robert Billington
said he would like to see fares
go down for people who need
the service the most but who can
afford the $1 charge for a oneway on-demand tnp. The fare is
SI for a ndes on the regular
routes.
Counci I man
Pete
Lancaster suggested that they
might want to try special rates ot
promotions to build popularity.

Director of Administration
Matt Mattingly said he was
requesting S35,((X)for a generator for City Hall because staff
had no place to mobilize and
communicate between departments during the 2009 ice
storm.
Central
Garage
Supervisor
Philip
Morris
requested $20,(0() for a mobile
generator, which he said would
be used by his depanment but
could be used by others if needed. He said was also requesting
$50,0(10 for the additional position of maintenance worker to
perform minor repairs on all city
facilities.
Sanitation
Superintendent
Don Rogers requested $80.(X)0
for a six-yard side-load garbage

truck, which he said would
replace two pickups and be able
to pick up garbage, eliminating
the need for workers to manually dump cans and making the
department more efficient. He
also requested $60,000 for
front-load dumpsters, which
cost S1.000 and would replace
rear-load dumpsters.
Additional requests were also
heard from the Natural gas
Department.
Water
and
Wastewater

departments.
stormwater utilities, municipal
utilities and accounting.
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II Fannin, Murray State...
From Front
White Sand Missile Range
Middle School and Thoreau
High School in New Mexico.
and Ganado High School in
Arizona.
He was appointed assistant
director of bands at Murray
State in 1995. His responsibilities include symphonic band,
marching band and instrumental
music education classes. Under
his leadership the Racer
Marching Band has grown front
85 to 245 members, and has
been featured at the 20(Xt Bands
of America Grand National
Marching Band Championships.
Fannin was named both the
College/University Teacher of
the Year for Kentucky in 2008
by the Music Education
Association and the First
District
Kentucky
Music
Educators Association(KMEA
University Teacher of the Year
in 1996. 1999, 2001, 2002 and
2007. He was also awarded the

911 call for help during
carjacking put on hold
ATLANTA (AP) -- Four
college students say they were
put on hold when they tned to
call 911 for help when they
were canacked at gunpoint in
Atlanta.
The students said at a news
conference at
Morehouse
College on Monday that two of
them were in the trunk wheti
they tried to call Sunday night.
They
say
they
called
Morehouse police who sent
help.
Morehouse police dispatcher Karen Wells said they
••eemeci calm and were whislimns. On the dispatch tape,
one of them said. -please hurry,
they said they are going to kill
us."
Morehouse police Chief
Vernon Worthy confirmed the
four were carjacked.

Rare car sold
from Missouri
field heads to
United Kingdom
SEDALIA, Mo. (AP) - An
8I-year-old car will soon make
its way from a central-Missoun
field to an unnamed buyer in the
United Kingdom.
Loy Holman, owner of
Holman Auto Sales, told the
Sedalia Democrat he offered the
1929 Marmon Model 78 Sport
Roadster on eBay as part of the
estate of a Sedalia construction
company owner named Daniel
L. Wolf, who died in October
2008.
The closing bid was 53.377.
Holman said the car was onginally purchased by Wolf's
grandmother as a new car in
1929.
"It spent the last few years in
a field and it will take a lot to
restore it, but this is just so rare.
It's a fantastic car," Holman
said.
Fewer than 1,000 Marmon
cars still exist.
Years of exposure to the elements have left the straight-8
roadster with the rumble seat
little more than a rust-colored
shell, hut this did little to deter
the new owner — an unnamed
buyer who will now pay to have
the car packaged and shipped
overseas.

2003 First District KMEA
Citation of Merit and the Phi
Beta Mu 2007 Outstanding
Contributor
to
Band
in
Kentucky, along with and the
2(X)6 Outstanding MSU Music
Faculty award. Fannin has
received more than 15 musical
awards in his career.
He serves as a creative
resource (music and visual) for
many high schools and college
bands. He has published concert
band works with Arrangers
Publishing Company, Cumow
Music Press and Alfred Music
Company. Fannin is an active
band clinician and guest conductor. He has been a guest conductor/clinician in New Mexico.
Texas, Missouri, Tennessee,
Arkansas, Indiana, Illinois,
Wisconsin.
Mississippi.
Pennsylvania,
New
York.
Honda and Kentucky.

Zaxby's...
From Front

II House, pay raise..
From Front
workers, have since shielded
members of Congress from having to go on record in support of
giving themselves more money.
The increases can only be
stopped if members pass legislation to do so.
"Utahns are struggling to pay
their bills, the federal deficit is off
the charts. If there was ever a time
for us to walk the walk on controlling spending, this is it,' said Rep.
Jim Matheson, a Utah Democrat
who sponsored Tuesday's bill and
has introduced legislation to repeal
the automatic COLA.
Except for several years after
Republicans gained the majonty in
the mid-1990s and again in 2007
and last year. lawmakers have
enjoyed increases over a twodecade period from 1989, nearly
doubling their salaries.
It wasn't always like that.

he said
About 30 or so employees.
including managers, are expected to be hired.
Zaxby's restaurants features a
wide variety of entrees on the
menu including the new
"Roadhouse." The restaurant
also features a chicken fingers
plate, specialty sandwiches and
sandwich baskets. Cnnkle foes,
Tater Chips, onion rings.
Buffalo Wings meal. Texas
toast, and a specialty Zax's
sauce. There are special menus
for children. Party Platen.
Zaxby's and Cajun club sandwiches, Wing and Fingerz. specialty meal dealt, several types
of specialty -Zalads" and appetizers.
For more information about
Zaxby's restaurants, go online to
www.zaxbys.com.

Congressional pay stood at $8 a da)
from 1817 until 1855, when it went
up to 53.000 a year, according to
Congressional Research Service
recorls. During the Great
Depression lawmakers actually cut
their salaries, from 510,000 to
$9,000 in 1932 and then to 58,500
in 1933.
While no one opposed the measure on the House floor, there is private sentiment that lawmakers are
not overpaid in a cii. where the lobbyists who try to influence policy
may be getting double or tnple their
salaries. Many members must also
maintain a home in the expensive
Washington housing market in
addition to homes in their districts.
and there is concern that salaries
must be adequate to attract those
who are not wealthy to public
office.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi,
D-Calif., makes 5223,500,

while Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid, D-Nev.. Seni
Republican
leader
Mit
McConnell. R-Ky., and Ho
Republican
leader
it
Boehner. R-Ohio, recer
$193,400. President Bara
Obama makes 14(X),001.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• Five special called bo
meetings of the Callo
County SCh001 Board will
held to interview super
tendent candidates ri exe
five sessions. The meet
will all be held at 6 p.m
Thursday. April 29, End
April 30. Monday May
Tuesday,
May
4
a
Thursday, May 6.
The agenda for each m
ing is as follows: 1. Call
order. 2 Executive Sess
for interviewing superintend
ent candidates. 3 AdjOUr6.•
%do*

Who's Helping You?

7Aandra Beane (left) and Debbie Lassiter fright)
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When you call your bank with a question
regarding your account, do you know who you're
talking to on the other end? Do you know where
they are? If you bank with The Murray Bank, the
answer is YES, of course. All of our operations
and bookkeeping personnel are right here in
Murray. They're the folks you know from school,
church and your community. Odds are, you may
have even grown up with them. So why discuss
your financial concerns with a stranger in the next
county, state or region? Bank locally, with the
folks you already know and trust
The Murray Bank.

mu
Thn
e ay Bank
How
Banking Should Be

405 South 12th Street &
700 North 12th Street
270-753-5626
*4 ssw.themurray bank.com

%It rotor r 1.1M0

Please Re-Elect

Bobby C.Stubblefield
Magistrate District 3
* * * * * * *

While serving as Magistrate:
County Jail Paid For
New Judicial Building
Sheriff's Building remodelled
Industrial Park enlarged
Never an Increase in County Taxes
* * * * * * *
320 Hours ofProfessional
Worked with Calloway County Road Dept.
Development Training with
Hospital Board Nominating Committee
Kentucky Association of Counties
Weaks Community Center Board
* * * * *
Senior Citizens Board
Thank you for your continued support.
Fire and Rescue Board
Please vote for me in the May 18
Democrat Primary Election
Property Protection Board
Paid for by candidate Bobby Stubblefield

4A •‘1t.tdne%da. Sprit 2E, 2010

Murray IAA
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National Archives puts Civil War vaults on display

AP Photo(The Gleaner, Mike Lawrence
AUDUBON ART: Audubon Museum's latest acquisition, the
fine grained limestone slab used in the lithographic printing of
"The Cougar for the wildlife artist's "Viviparous Quadrupeds
of North America" seen next to a framed and hand-colored
print of "The Cougar," also recently acquired by the museum,
Tuesday. April 27, in Henderson.

By BRETT ZONGKER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
Beyond the famous battles of the
Civil War, there was chaos.
The governor of Kansas was
frantically plea& ig for ammunition to quell guen
%carfare, citizens in Missouri were appealing
to Army officials when a U.S. flag
was npped from a church rooftop.
and citizens in Virginia were asking the governor for arms to fight
Union s)mpathizers.
Stones like these emerge from
documents that go on rare public
view Friday at the National
Archives in Washington as the
nation prepares to mark the 150th
anniversary of the Civil War.
Filmmaker Ken Burns took an
early look Tuesday and said the
lesser-known details and evidence
of the war will prove far more
compelling than dry dates and
facts from history hooks.
"Most of the way we tell our history is from the top down — we
see American history ... as kind of
a succession of presidential
administrations. punctuated by
wars," Burns said.

That begins to change. he said.
There were no declarations of Constitution and the Constitution
when people see original records war of peace treaties to display of the Confederacy demonstrates
and phiaograph.
from the Civil War. The Union their remarkable similarity, he
'When we can touch their never recognized the Confederacy said, except for a reference to •
Mari:. or touch their records. then as a separate nation.
God, a six-year presidency and an
they connect to us in a way that all
One of the most significant doc- explicit right to hod slaves as
that other homework doesn't," uments on view is Virginia's orig- properly.
Burns said, who pent weeks at inal ordinance of secession.
"We want people to look at the
the archives 20 years ago Virginia initially refused to join
documents, read the documents,
researching and filming for his seven states that seceded after
ask questions about them and then
landmark series. -The Civil War." President Abraham Lincoln's elecultimately make up their own
The exhibit draws from no
tion hut passed the measure in
minds," Bustard said.
of Civil War records, letters and April I Kb I
Although two Southern goverphotographs at the archives.
Other documents show how
nors
Bob McDonnell in
Many documents on display are Lincoln reacted, how the
reproductions, though MIMIC origi- Confederate States were organized Virginia and Gov. Haley Barbour
nals also are on vie w, :Ming with and how both sides grappled for in Mississippi — recently seemed
to downplay the role of slavery,
touch-screen mteractives. They international support.
are arranged by theme to tell such
Leaders who lined up on oppo- Burns said there is no question it
stories as secession and slavery, site sides of the battlefield often was at the root of the conflict.
"We just have to distinguish
international connections to the had close connections before the
wit and how some women fought war. Exhibit designers created between what's history and what's
disguised as men.
social networking pages like the manipulation of history,"
said,
referring
to
Its ii o much to display all at Facebikik to show how Union Burns
once. The second half will open in Gen. George McClellan once was Confederate History Month celeNovember, exploring the war's a protege of Confederate President brations that neglect to mention •
consequences.
slavery. -The great ennobling outJefferson Davis, for example.
Next year, the 6010 square-foot
As for the sensitive issue of conic of Civil War was not just the
exhibit will begin touring nation- slavery. curator Bruce Bustard end of a secessionist movement
ally during most of the anniver- said they want the documents to hut the liberating of 4 million
sary years of the war, with stops in speak for themselves.
Americans who happened to be
Michigan, levas and Nebraska.
A comparison of the U.S. owned by other Americans
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Mine industry group: No
more regulations needed

AkEHOL;SE
Thursday,April 211h 911Mlitifilisyriket1I Sitth,9:00-6:00
Saturday,May 1st., 9:00-5:00
The Sale Is Taking Place At Our Warehouse Location
1/2 Mile Past The Store On Hwy 121 North
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By SAM HANANEL
Pensions Committee was not
Associated Press Writer
planned to focus on the specific
WASHINGTON (AP) "Me cause of the April 5 explosion at
National Mining Association the Upper Big Branch mine.
said Tuesday there is no need
The Mine Safety and Health
for new regulations to txilster Administration and its parent
mine safety because the govern- agency, the Department of
ment already has the enforce- Labor, have already called for
ment tools it needs
regulatory and legal changes
NM A spokesman
Bruce that would help the federal govWatzman told lawmakers in ernment investigate, prevent
prepared testimony that the and punish mine companies that
Mine Safety and Health violate the law and hog the sysAdministration should use its tem down with lengthy appeals
existing authonty to close nun- that delay stiffer penalties.
ing operations for imminent
United Mine Workers union
danger, when necessary, or seek president C'ecil Roberts said in
injunctions in federal court to his prepared remarks that he
shut down problem mines.
wants CEOs and corporate
His comments were for pres- hoards of directors held
entation at the Senate's first accountable for wort sites that
hearing on the mine explosion repeatedly violate safety and
in West Virginia earlier this health rules.
month that killed 29 men.
"It is not enough to issue fines
Waltman called for a new, or levy' charges against lowcooperative emphasis on safety level managers who violate the
programs and warned that "reg- law when they are doing what
ulations alone are not sufficient their supervisors direct and
to see continued improvement." expect," Roberts said.
Joe Main, head of the federal
Main and other officials have
time safety agency, is expected already noted that the mine,
to tell lawmakers how it can owned by Massey Energy Co.,
strengthen enforcement against was repeatedly cited for probmines that habitually ignore lems with its methane ventilasafety rules.
tion system and other issues in
The hearing before the Senate the months leading up to the
Health, Education, Labor and accident.
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"SELL IT ALL"
SI(lean I he Warehouses!
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3/10 Mile North of The Purchase Parkway On Hwy 121N
Mayfield, Ky. 1-800-821-3244 or (270) 24/-6620
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The KUrehouse Workers Have Been Busy Moving Furniture In Place For 1 his Huge ,
•ales I vent....
You Must Stop In & Check Out Our Warehouse Bargains!! fantastic One-of-A Kind Pieces At Prig es YOU Won 't
Believe! Everything Must Go!! Some Items May Be Discontinued, Close-Outs, Or Have Minor Dismay,
I amous Name Brands Like Bassett, Standard, Berkline, Lane, Carolina, Trademaster, Sleeplogic, Crafting,,,
Peters Revington i Many More Will Be Represented In lifts Sale. Don't Miss Out on I hest' I antatilie
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PET FAIR: A Greyhound stops to greet another dog at the .
"It's A Pet a Fair" on Saturday. April 24, in Dayton The event
was a fundraiser for the Stray Animal Adoption Program in •
Northern Kentucky
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Fed sounds confident note on economic recovery

Dr. Castle E. Parker

WASHING"ON (Al')
in better shape now than when
Federal Reserve policymakers the Fed last met in mid-March.
are likely to deliver a fresh vote
Still, there are continuing
of confidence in the staying strains: high unemployment at
power of the recovery as signs 9.7 percent, loans are hard for
multiply the economy is people and businesses to obtain.
Marion Armada Yow
strengthening.
and the housing and commercial
Marion Armilda Vow, 80. Kirksey, died Tuesday. April 27, 2010.
Fed Chairniim Ben Bernanke real-estate markets are fragile.
at 5:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Collier Funeral and his colleagues wrap up their
Greece's debt crisis also is
Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.
two-day meeting today are all roiling Wall Street. U.S. stocks
but certain to keep holding rates lost 2 percent on Tuesday.
at record lows to help the econ"The Fed's confidence in the
James M. O'Neill, 71, Murray. formerly of Chicago. Ill.. died omy grow. However, they'll also recovery has clearly improved,
Tuesday. April 27, 2010 at II a.m. at his home. He was a retired expected to discuss when and and they'll communicate that,"
insurance salesman and a member of St. Leo Catholic Church of how they'll reverse course and said Bill Cheney, chief econoMurray.
start boosting rates once the mist at John Hancock. "But they
Survivors include his wife. Susan Dillon O'Neill, to whom he recovery is firmly rooted.
are still going to be cautious
was married May 30, 1959 in Chicago; three daughters. Kathleen
The Fed meets as the econo- because certainly nothing about
O'Neill and Susan O'Neill, both of Chicago, and Mary O'Neill and my flashes growing signs of the economy is cast in stone.
husband, Craig Cunningham, Washington. D.C.; two sons, James improvement.
I don't think the Fed wants to
and Timothy O'Neill, both of Chicago: one sister, Mary Precin and
Employers are creating jobs. create any image that it's ready
husband, Raymond, Huntley. III.; one brother. John O'Neill and Americans' confidence is rising to Nxist rates," he added.
wife, Patricia. Georgetown, Texas; four grandchildren. Ryan. Sean and they are spending more.
For now, the Fed is poised yet
and Myla Kaiser and Maeve Cunningham.
Manufacturers are fisting pro- again to leave its key bank lendJ.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. duction. And an increasing num- ing rate between zero and 0.25
Online condolences may he made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- ber of companies --- such as percent, where it's remained
home.com.
Ford. Caterpillar and UPS
are since December 2008.
seeing their profits grow. By
Assuming the Fed leaves
those measures, the economy is rates alone, commercial banks'
Mrs. Charlene Cloys Melvin
A graveside service for Mrs. Charlene Cloys Melvin will be
Saturday at I p.m. at Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery. Bro
Richard Adams will officiate. No visitation is scheduled.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences may he made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralLOS ANGELES (API -mean when we are upset about
home.com.
Husbands, if you end up in the stuff." she said. "When we have
Mrs. Melvin, 81. Kirkscy Road, Murray. died Monday, April 26.
doghouse. consider it a promo- time to talk it out and rationalize
2010 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
tion.
it, we can think about it better
She was retired from the Calloway County School District workA third of pet-owning mar- and we can calm down and see
ing in food service at Kirksey School and North Elementary School.
ned women said their pets are both sides better."
She was a member of Kirksey Church of Christ.
better listeners than their husIt would he a toss-up whether
Her husband, Kenneth L. Melvin. preceded her in death. Born
bands. according
to
an Bill Rothschild would take a
Dec. 19. 1928. in Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late
Associated Press-Petside.com problem to his wife of 19 years
A.B. and Nell Stone Cloys.
poll
released
Wednesday. or the animal he considers a pet
Survivors include two daughters, Sherian Rorer and husband.
Eighteen percent of pet-owning -- a palm-sized crayfish named
James, Madisonville. and Patricia Taylor, Huntsville. Ala.; two sons,
married men said their pets are Cray Aiken. His daughter
Tommy Melvin and wife, Denise. Mayfield. and Ronald Melvin and
better listeners than their wives. brought it home four years ago
wife. Shelia, Murray; one brother. Adrian Cloys and wife, Margaret.
Christina Holmdahl, 40. talks at the end of a second grade sciMurray; several grandchi!dren and great-grandchildren.
all the time to her cat, two dogs ence project.
or three horses -- about her husRothschild, 44, of Granite
Lucille Britt Alderdice
band, naturally.
Springs, N.Y., considers Cray a
The funeral for Mrs. Lucille Britt Alderdice will be today
"Whoever happens to be with better listener than his wife,
(Wednesday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, me when I'm
rambling," said "absolutely. She doesn't listen
Wingo. Rev. Bubba Smith and Rev. Spence Pate will officiate. Holmdahl, who's
stationed with worth anything." He doesn't get
Pallbearers will be Ronald Pate. Kenny Abbott, Scott Tucker. Jim her husband at
Fort Stewart in much feedback from the crusAlderdice, Chad Tucker, David Torres and Blake Abbott, active; Joe Georgia. "A lot of
times, I'm tacean, but it's been a different
Dunaway, Frankie Spillman. Frank Waggoner. Billy and Gayle Britt. just venting about work
or corn- story over the years with family
Steve Woodson and David Jackson. honorary. Burial will follow in plaining about the
husband."
dogs and cats.
the Jones Cemetery.
She thinks everyone should
"You definitely feel much
Mrs. Alderdice, 94. Mayfield, formerly of Wingo. died Saturday. have a pet to talk to like
her more comfortable sharing your
April 24, 2010, at 11:57 p.m. at Mills Health & Rehabilitation horse, Whistle, who's been
with problems with them." he said.
('enter, Mayfield. She was a retired hairdresser and a member of her since she was 19.
"A little lick from a big dog can
Enon Baptist Church, Eastern Star and Jackson Purchase Medical
"We all say things we don't go a long way."
('enter Women's Auxiliary.
Preceding her in death were her first husband. Robert Lawrence
Britt; her second husband. Woodrow Alderdice; one son, Robert
Gregory Britt; two brothers. Robert and Theron Cartwright; and one
stepsister. Geneva Stewart. Survivors include three daughters, Lana
OTTUMWA, Iowa (Al')
Homeland Security Secretary
Pate. Wingo, Barbara Bntt Torres, Spnng Hill, Ha., and Annetta
(Butch) Tucker, Murray; one stepson, Jimmy Alderdice, Kuttawa; President Banta °barna on Janet Napolitano were critical of
one stepdaughter. Donna Lingo, Crestwood; four grandchildren: Tuesday warned of harassment Arizona's new law, and Holder
against
Hispanics
under said the federal government may
seven great-grandchildren.
Arizona's tough new immigra- challenge it. The president
tion law, saying such "poorly sought to step up Washington's
conceived" measures can be will to get an immigration deal
halted if the federal government done.
fixes the nation's broken immi"I will bring the majority of
Raymond Edward Pawlowski
Democrats to the table in getting
Raymond Edward Pawlowski. 85, Murray, died Saturday, April gration system for good.
Obama pledged to bring his this done," Mama said in
10, 2010 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Preceding him in death were his parents. John Stanley and Arlene own party along, pleading with response to a question at a town
Hoffman Pawlowski; one sister. Phyllis Stockey; and one brother. Republicans to join in as the hall in south-central Iowa. "But
only realistic hope to solve a I've got to have some help from
John Michael Pawlowski.
the other side."
tie is survived by his wile. Klara Elizabeth Hoffman Pawlowski; politically volatile pniblon.
On a day dominated by his
Mama said he hoped to get a
two sons, John (Jack) Pawlowski, Murray. and Raymond Edward
a
Pawlowski and wife, Haydee. Illinois; three brothers, William, economic message. Obama deal done "sometime soon"
Eugene and James Pawlowski. Florida; four grandchildren. Michael. offered a fresh, stern criticism of politically vague timetable in an
Mark. Dawn and Jack Jr.; one great-grandchild. Jerico; two nieces: a new Arizona law that allows election year with a shrinking
one nephew. lines-Miller Funeral Home was in charge of arrange- police to question anyone about window for legislative action.
their immigration status if they
Starting a two-day, threements.
have reason to suspect they are state Midwestern trip, Obania's
in the country illegally. lie said broader message was about ecoit targets people who look they nomic revival. Back in Iowa, the
like might be illegal immigrants. state that jump-started his White
"Now suddenly it you don't House bid. Obaina sought to
have your papers, and you took reassure wary Iowa voters with a
your kid out to get ice cream, message he hopes will resonate
SAN FRANCISCO (API - Facebook is trying to extend its you're going to get
harassed
in the fall elections: The ecoFacetxxik's plan to spread its reach through new tools called that's something
that could nomic: recovery hasn't reached
online social network to other "social plug-ins." These enable potentially happen," Obarna
said everyone, but progress is being
websites could he detoured by Facetxxik's users to share their ol the Arizona
measure. 'That's made. He's not on the ballot this
regulators looking into privacy interests in such products as not the right way go."
to
year. hut his party's control of
concerns that have raised the ire clothes. movies and music on
Obaina's comments came on Congress is at stake, along with
of federal lawmakers.
other websites. For instance. the same day that Attorney dozens of governors
seats anti
Four senators said Tuesday you might hit a button on General Eric Holder and
stale legislatures.
that Facebook needs to make it Levis.com indicating you like a
easier for its 400 million users to certain style of jeans. and then
protect their privacy as the site recommend a movie on anothei
opens more avenues for them to site. That information about the
share their interests and other jeans and the movie might be
personal information.
passed along to other people in
The Henry County Junior Livestock
The
Federal
Trade your
Facebook
network.
Commission already had been depending on your privacy setAssociation is having their Annual
examining the privacy and data tings.
Spring Trail Ride
collection practices of Facebook
Facebook says all this will
and other social networks, the help personalize the Web for
agency confirmed Tuesday.
people. It stresses that no per'filen last wcck. Facebook sonal information is being given
announced a proposed eveii. to the dozens of websites using
sion that irked Sen. Charles the new plug-ins.
The first ride out is at 10 a.m.
Schumer, ON.Y., and, he says,
Still, it means that informaThe second ride out is at 1:30 p.m.
many Web surfers who called tion that hadn't been previously
his office to complain.
communicated could get broadHaving built one of the Web's cast to your friends and family
Lunch will be served from 12 noon til 1:30 pm.
hangouts. on Facebook.
most
popular
Cost of meal and ride is $10 per person.
Prizes will be given away at this time.
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Dr Castle I:
Murray. died Tuesday. April 27, 2010, at his
home. Imes-Miller Funeral Home and Crematory is in charge of
arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www imesmiller corn,

James M. O'Neill

prune lending late, used to peg
rates on certain credit cards and
consumer loans, will stay about
3.25 percent. That's its lowest
point in decades.
Rock-Nittorn rates serve borrowers who qualify for loans
..nd are willing to take on more
debt.
But they hurt savers. Low
rates are especially hard on people living on fixed incomes who
arc earning scant returns on their
savings.
Still, if super-low rates spur
Americans to spend more, they
will help invigorate the economy.
That's why the Fed also is
expected to repeat its pledge -in place for more than a year to keep rates at record lows for
an "extended period:'
Some concern has emerged
inside the Fed that that pledge
could limit its ability to quickly
raise rates when necessary.
Thomas Hoenig. president of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas

( ay. tot issii straight meetings .
has opposed the Fed's decision •
to retain the "extended period"
pledge.
Hoenig said he fears keeping
rates too low lor too long could •
lead to excessive risk-taking by '
investors, feeding new speculative
bubbles.
He's
also
expressed concern that low rates
could eventually unleash inflation.
Yet Bernanke and other Fed
officials in recent weeks have
made clear that the Fed's pledge
to keep rates at record lows for
an "extended period" is linked to
the econorny's perforniance -not to a specific period. The Fed
will raise rates whenever it
decides it's necessary. Bernanke
has said.
Higher rates for millions of
American borrowers are still
months away at best. many .
economists predict.
The timing and execution of
a Fed policy shift is a high
stakes game.

Poll: Pets listen better than spouses

Mrs.

Overall, about one in 10 pet
owners said they would talk
their troubles over with their
pets.
The AP-Petside.com poll also
found that most people believe
their pets are stable and seldom
struggle with depression. Just 5
percent of all pet owners said
they had taken an animal to a
veterinarian or pet psychologist
because it seemed down in the
dumps. Even fewer said they'd
ever given antidepressants to a
pet.
But they weren't opposed to
the idea. Di percent (if those
polled said they were at least
somewhat likely to take a pet to
a vet or pet psychologist if it was
dejected.
When pets become the therapists, the dogs have it. Twentyfive percent of dog owners said
their canines listened better than
a spouse, while only 14 percent
of cat owners chose the feline.
Ron Farber, 55. of Hosie,
Kan., said it's easier to talk to

his dog Buddy than his wife
because "the dog doesn't have
an opinion."
"I think better out loud. He
doesn't care what you say or do.
He looks at you, pays attention.
you walk through the problem in
your mind and eventually, the
answer comes. It's not as easy
when other people are offering
opinions." he said
Farber would take Buddy to a
vet if he needed help. hut "I
doubt there's a dog psychologist
within 300 miles."
A pet psychologist is also?.
called a veterinary behaviorist..
Veterinarian Karen Sueda,
whose office is at the VCA West
Los Angeles Animal Hospital is
one of 50 certified by the.
American Veterinary Medical,
Association.
Most of her canine patients,
have problems with aggression
and anxiety. while her cats":
biggest problem is failure to use;
a litter box, she said.
•

Obama urges need for immigration bill

Paid Obituary

Facebook move prompts
political opposition

ANNUAL SPRING TRAIL RIDE
WITH WHOLE HOG LUNCH

Saturday, May 8, 2010
at Wilson Farms.

Wilson Farm is located approximately 6 miles south of
Paris on Hwy 77 towards Huntingdon, turn left onto
Wilson Parker Road
for

Magistrate District 3
On May 18th!
Paid for by Of Fltwood Brown
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On immigration. ()haiiia said
he wants a federal law that
would secure the borders and
require illegal immigrants to
register, pay a fine, learn
English, take responsibility for
having broken the law. and get in
the hack ot the line before others

Immigration reform
pushed in Texas
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) - A
Texas lawmaker says she plans
to push for a law similar to
Arizona's get-tough immigration measure.
San Antonio Express-News
and Houston Chronicle report
Wednesday that Republican
Rep. Debbie Riddle of Tomball
says she will introduce the
measure in the January legislative session.
The new Arizona law would
require local .ind siate law

enforcement to questnin people:
.
about their immigration status-7
- and make it a crime for Mimi::
grants to lack registration docu-".•
merits.
Riddle says if the lederar
government did its job "Arizori0C.
wouldn't have to take thiS.
action, and neither woula
Texas."
Democrats say such legislation is misguided and predict iC
will hurt the GOP politically.
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HILLIARD LYONS

For further information please contact:
David Wilson 731-336-2711
Cindy Wilson 731-693-4943 or 731-642-8457
Proceeds will 90(0 the Henn,.0 Jr Livestock Scholarship run,:
11115,1 Pon
Special Funding provided by

who are seeking (i.S. citizen-;
ship.
He said if all of those challenges are handled in one corn::
prehensive Measure. then "we:
can once again he a nation of:
laws and a nation of imini7
grants."
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MHS Diamond Club will host
special events on Saturday

:Anniuerscuy

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

The 1111urray High School Diamond Club
will host a casual reception Saturday from 1
to 2 p.m. in the atrium of Murray Middle
School to honor Bob Billington. class of 1955,
centerfield, El.. (Red) Howe, class of 1963,
pitcher, and Lindsey Hudspeth. class of 1977,
centerfield. as inductees into the school's
Baseball Hall of Fame.
The day's activities include an "Old
Timers-Alumni Game" at 11 a.m., receptioe
at 1 p.m., presentation of Hall of Fame
inductees at 2:15 p.m. and conclude with
baseball game between MHS Tigers and
Heath. scheduled at 3 p.m.

Cemetery workday Saturday

Friends and families will be gathering Saturday for a workday et
the Matheny. Cumberland and Ferguson Springs C.2meteries in the
Land Between the Lakes. Those attending are requested to bring
tools for clean up and a potluck lunch to share at noon at the Visitor
Center Pavilion. For more information contact Vickey Lane at 1270-522-8316.

Red Cross plans registration
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
have registration for the Red Cross Summer Swim Lessons op
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library

Ronnie and Sue Sills in 1960
Ronnie and Sue Sills will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. May
2, 2010, from 2 p.m.to 4 p.m. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ. All friends and family are invited. The couple requests that your
presence be gin enough.
Mr. and Mrs. Sills were married May 7.
1960, at the home of Gene and Juanita
Barrow, sister of the bride. Their attendants
were Wayne Mathis, brother of the bride.
and Brenda Elkins and Bonnie St. John.

FUN & FASHION

in several states as well as two tours of
Germany, where both of their children were
born. After retiring from the Air Force, Mr.
Sills worked and retired from the Lockheed
Martin Plant in 1998.
Mrs. Sills continues to be a homemaker
as she has been at each place they were stationed during their 20 years of service in the
Air Force. They currently enjoy spending
time with family and friends, church activities and traveling when possible.

AMVETS Auxiliary takes
nominations for officers

Ety D.K. Kelley

Special to the Ledger

Byford, first
vice, Jennifer hers to attend the election meetMatlick, second vice, Celinda ing to make your voice heard for
Keech, third vice,
Katha the coming year.
Caldwell, chaplain.
President Frye shared several
Americanism. Lynn LaRue. pieces of correspondence which
Scholarship, Shirley Collins, included thank you cards, and
Sg-t/Arms, Clarice Birmingham information
regarding
the
and Carol Block, treasurer. upcoming
Department
Nominations will reopen at next Convention in June. Plans are to
month's meeting with elections charter a bus, and those planto follow. Frye urges all mem- ning to ride the bus need to sign
waimammumm
up right away. New member
Charlotte Van Dyke was inducted into membership by Frye.
All reporting officers are to
compile their year-end report
and get it to the department by
the first of May. They should be
Smoke Free
completed and prepared for
Frye"s final approval by May
all day on
25.
Mother's
Auxiliary Member of the Year
Day!
for 2009/10 is Jennifer Matlick
who was a very active member
MANI/
several years ago, laid out for a
while to raise her family. and
came back a couple years ago
ready to take up where she left
Gni! & Buffet
off. Accepting the Child welfare
office. Matlick held several
fundraisers to support her proEndless Buffet, Salad Bar,
gram and made a real success.
Desserts & Ice Cream.
Shirley Collins announced she
will be hosting a steak dinner on
April 30 to support Scholarship
Sushi Bar & Mongolian Grill every night! 77-7
and the general fund and plans
to award scholarships at the next
759-1-o5)•(Next to Lowe's)
meeting if the recipients are able
www.augustmoonmurra,q.com
to attend. The next meeting will
be Sunday. May 2.

BUCHANAN, Tenn. — First
nominations of new officers was
the main order of business at the
meeting of AM VETS Auxiliary
45 which was held on April 11.
President Kristie Frye opened
the meeting with 25 members
and all officers but two present.
Officers nominated were
Kristie Frye. president. Nancy

What a wcintui success the Hospice Styk
was There were MI many people who
sontnbuted in so mans w ass. food gills. and
nor Jimmy Joyce and Kaien Olsen do a Datum. ob gerung men-thing together
We are so proud at DK Kelley to furnish the
stunting tor the show. it IN tor such a good
cause
lie models looked so pretty and dsry had
real:, good time
Many thanks to Shannon Bishop. Carla
Butterworth. Deana laclion. Party Knott. Jo
Robertson. Ake Rouse. Evelyn Wallis. Renee
Wstm and Cathy Young
thanks also to Janet Baths who gets the models. keeps cserything organized with the clothing and jeweler
Speaking of jewelry we have some of the
most moque'twin that we hake had in a long
time Each piece is unusual and can stand •INIC
X layer
Stream flip flops are 20% off this area. and
rack of Sol Your Daughta's Jeans are 1/2 price
Early spring and summer is 35% off with new
pieces added daffy
Our suck on Ma's are bad in all sizes These
are perfect tor Ain-lief. with backless dresses
and tops. no straps on the shoulders ilk.ty are so
comfortable and no 'bra far- You can wear
more form fitting tops with them
Congratulations to Bonnie Bruce who won
the bracelet and eamngs this *al Bonne
sornmented on our Facehook page Please pin
as a fan and be eligible for each week's gistaway
You can also register on Friday in the store
Cute new denim skirts from Not Your
Daughter's Jeans are here
Come in soon and get on our mailing list for
newsletters and discounts on your buthdas
Slav timed to mg wrei's Fun & Fashion
repot.]
She.

11111111111111[11111111111F
Celebrate Mother's Day
E- with us on Sunday, May 9th!

i.

Serving All Day - Everyday!

SOTED MURRAY'S
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• :AMES CLOTHING 2'00514
"
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or het-wow Stew.-
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305 SOUlt 12th • Murray, KY•753.7441

www.dkkelley.com

St. Vrain reception Friday

Ronnie and Sue Sills in 2010
friends of the bride.
Mr. Sills is the son of the late Gilbert
Sills and Opal Sills Kemp. Mrs. Sills is the
daughter of the late Cum and Edith Mathis.
They have two children, Dana Sills and
Pam Harper and husband, Dewayne. Three
grandchildren are Cody Hart. Kyle Harper
and Darby Harper; and one great-granddaughter is Bailey Jade Harper.
Mr. Sills served in the United States Air
Force for over 20 years. They were stationed

..„1111111•••••••••••
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2397 State Route 94E • Murray, KY • 753-4050
w.beanstoblossoms.com
E-mail: info(cD beanstoblossoms.com

Get your garden off to a GREAT START with
LOCALLY grown plants from Beans to Blossoms!!

To place an
ad call
753-1916

Michelle St. Vrain, senior BFA student at Murray State
University, will hold her senior show full of printmaking and drawings at the Murray Art Guild, 500 North 4th St., Murray. A closing
reception will be Friday from 5 to 7 p.m. The public is invited to
attend.

Brockway reception Thursday
Dr. Gary Brockway, provost vice president of academic affairs at
Murray State University, will be honored at a retirement reception
on Thursday from 3 to 5 p.m. at the MSU Pogue Library. The public is invited to attend.

'To Meet the Candidates' planned
The Murray Woman's Club will hold its public forum,"To Meet
the Candidates" on Thursday at 7 p.m. at the club house at 704 Vine
St.. Murray. A fundraising supper will be from 5 to 6:30 p.m
..,
according to Sue White, legislative chairman. The public is invited.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will moef
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Stores will be open late
Stores in downtown Murray will be open until 8 p.m on
Thursday.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 p.m. to 8
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419
or 1-877-447-2(X)4.

CCEA banquet planned
The Calloway County Education Association's annual banquet
will he Tuesday, May 4. at 6 p.m. at Murray State University's
Curris Center. All retired CCEA members are invited. Reservations
are required by today (Tuesday) and can be made by contacting
Mirriam Ferguson or Janis Hicks. North Elementary is in charge of
the banquet.

Cooperative board to meet
The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative board of directors
will meet Thursday at 10:30 a.m. (ET) at the Doubletree Guest
Suites. 2601 Richmond Rd.. Lexington.

CCHS plans election
Calloway County High School will have School-Based Decision
Making parent representative elections on Thursday from 3:30 p
to 6 p.m. in the front commons area of the school. The nominees
this year are Claydean McCallon and Tressa Ros.
Parents/Guardians of students who will attend CCHS in the 201
2011 school year are eligible to vote. For information call Teres
Wicker at 759-4909 or 293-2838.

MES meeting Thursday
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The Kirksey Ball Park has extended sign-ups for another weed
with no late fee. The fee for Kirksey Park is $40 and will take chil:
then, ages 3 through 18. Anyone interested in playing at the park
call Dianna at 1-270-527-2072 or Michael at 489-6140. Leaderi
said "bring your child to play at the park where everyone plays i
every game."
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Murray Elementary School Based Decision Committee will mei
Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room of the school.

Don'tforget MOM this Mother's Day!
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Southwest Elementary School site-based elections will be Frida
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Any parent whose child is attending Southwe
or will be attending in the 2010-2011 school year can vote in th
office.

Attorney-At-Law

Seasonal produce available daily
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5
Directions: From Murray take 94 East,
1-1/2 miles on right.
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Creek Baptist C

Southwest plans elections

A Large and Truly Unique selection of Herbs, Perennials,
Annuals, Heirloom Tomato and Garden Vegetable Plants

We have colorful Combination Planters,
Moss baskets, Flowering baskets,
Gift Certificates, Soy Candles and Garden gifts.

Jones and

•DivorcelCustorivIDomestic Violence/Child Support/Adoption
••DUI &-Ti'affic qllenses • Wills 'Criminal Dejesise
• Civil Litigation • Personal Injury. ,%ei fet foe initial orhultdion.

Applicationsj
are being
accepted
The
Murray-Callowal
County Chapter of Habitat fo
Humanity is now acceptin
applications from families wh
would like to be considered fo
its next house. Applications ar
available at the Callowa
County Public Library and wi
be accepted through mid-May.:
Habitat is ready to start con:
struction of their 13th houssq
but first a family must be select;
ed. It is anticipated the houl
construction will take approi.t.
mately one year.
I •
I •
For additional information,.e.
niail to murraycallowayh4ii
tat@yahoo.com or leave a mesa
sage at 761-6055 or 753-034.1
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Jones and Gream

Myatt and Nance

Coleman and Brumley

Roger Jones of Missouri and Debi Ross-Jones of Murray
announce the engagement of their daughter, Karra Jeanne Jones, to
Jarnx1 Lynn Gream, son of Jensen Gream and Janice Canter Gream
of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Basil Jones and
the late Katie Rushing of Almo, the late Robert Ross of Calvert City
and the late Faye Ross of New Concord.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Charles Rex and Sarah Stark
Canter of Cuba and Glen Dale and Wanda Herring Gream of
Mayfield.
Miss Jones is a 2009 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is employed by Dillard's at the Kentucky Oaks Mail, Paducah.
Mr. Gream is a 2007 graduate of Graves County High School and
is employed by Best Buy at the Kentucky Oaks Mall at Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 1, 2010 at 2 p.m. at Trace
Creek Baptist Church. All relatives and friends are invited.

Jimmy and Sharon Myatt of Hazel announce the engagement of
their daughter, Kimberley Brooke Myatt, to Derek Newberry
Nance. son of Rick Nance and Anne Newberry of Murray.
Miss Myatt is the granddaughter of the late Brooks and Eupal
Underwood and Minnie Lou Myatt and the late Donnie Myatt, all of
Hazel.
Mr. Nance is the grandson of Wilma and Martha Newberry of
Paducah and Margie Nance and the late James Nance of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 2009 graduate of Murray State University. She is a
member of Alpha Omicron Pi.
The groom-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray High School and
a 2009 graduate of Murray State University. He is a member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 5, 2010, at 5 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Ronnie and Dana Coleman of Princeton announce the engagement of their daughter, Andrea Blair Coleman, to Robert Lee
Brumley, son of Ben IV and Darlene Brumley of Murray.
Miss Coleman is the granddaughter of Jessie Mae Coleman and
Wanda and Don Orange. all of Princeton.
Mr. Brumley is the grandson of Ben III and Sandy Brumley of
Bowling Green.
The bride-elect, a 2002 graduate of Caldwell County High
School. is a 2008 graduate of Murray State University with a
Bachelor of Integrated Studies in Human Services. She is employed
at Crocs, Inc.
The groom-elect, a 2003 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is a 2007 graduate of Murray State University. He is assistant manager at Walgreens at Louisville.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 5, 2010, at 4 p.m. at
Northside Baptist Church. Princeton. Bob Palmer will officiate. A
reception will follow at the Northside Recreational Outreach Center.
Princeton. All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
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Residents will graduate from WKCTC May 11
Special to the Ledger
..PADUCA11. K. — West
Kentucky
Community
&
Technical College will hold its
2010 commencement exercises
at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, May II. at
the Luther Carson Four Rivers
Center. As many as 300 candidates for graduation are expected to participate in the ceremony
to receive an associate degree.
diploma or certificate.
Dr. Jay Box, chancellor of the
Kentucky
Community
&
Technical College System. will
be the featured commencement
speaker.
The following residents from
Calloway County are graduation
candidates for associate's
degrees, diplomas and certificates. The single * denotes distinction, which is a cumulative
grade point average of 3.4 to
3.599. The double ** denotes
high distinction, which is a
cumulative grade point average
of a 3.6 to 4.0. Names are listed

by highest credential obtained:
Associates in Arts - Joshua
Alan
Hendrickson, Jamie
Lorraine Kearns, Brittany Lee
Moore and Kelli Nicole
Williamson;
Associate in Applied Science
— Joseph Becker. Ashley Helen
Cain, Daryl Cole, Ashley Lynn
Crouch, Melanie Lee Duncan,
*Matthew Kyle Irby, Alycia
Christine Janow, Tabbatha
Lynne
Kanaski,
*Ashlee
Lehrmann, Kacy Jo Litchfield,
*Kelly Andrea Neely, **Linda
Marie
Noel, Michael J.
O'Donnell, **Courtney Parker,
Christopher Lee Rogers, Yvonne
A. Shoemaker, Josh J. Smith,
**Rhonda Marie Smith, Nathia
D. Whitley. *Deneb Wright.
Ashley Nicole York;
Associate in Science —
Brandy K. Stenberg, *Megan
Renee Vaughn;
Diplomas - **Whitney D.
Tucker;
Certificates Joshua N.

Ballew, Ashley M. Bittel,
Thomas Jacob Bryan, Daniel
Burgdolf, Amy Burgess, Crystal
Camfield, William Richard
Castleberry, Jennifer C. Cavitt,
Keyon B. Chapman, Jacob W.
Darnall, Molly Nadine Fender,
Tiffany Bonnie Fiorino, Thomas
C. Fox. Kimberly J. Freeman,
Heath Davidson Gamer. Amber
Melissa Gretzner. Kayla Heppe.
Brittney Nicole Houghtby,
Pamela J. Hunget, Alexandra
Kaylinn Knight, Randi L. Little,
Cynthia Christine
Lovins,
Felicia G. Maness, Keenan Scott
Mayfield.
Misti
LaDawn
McClain,
Bryan
Davis
McGregor, Stephen
Brian
McNeely. Samantha Mitchell,
Mary Shaw Moffitt, Jesse D.
Ordunez, Herman T. Reynolds,
Fred T. Richter, Carla B. Rossi,
Andrea
Faith
Krystina
Schomak, LaShanda N. Scott,
Amy L. Sevilla, Timothy Cleve
Smith, Thomas H. Smith, Kevin
Lynn Stairs, Rebecca R.

Stocklen, Tori J. Stone, Megan
Summers, Tracy L. Thorne,
Emily L. Thorne, Jesse W.
Tompkins. Sarah E. Tucker,
Salena Louise Vaden, Anthony
Scott Vanhom, Kacie Lynn
Vanhorn, Jamie Weathers,
Kelsey Weaver, Stephanie L.
Weaver, Shelby Caitlin Webb,
Brittany Wetzel, Rose Marie
Winkler and Pamela Kay Young.

Cancer Society offering program
The Amencan Cancer Society
has a free, transportation assistance program operating in
Calloway County so cancer
patients won't have to worry
about how to get to and from
their needed treatments. It is
called "Road to Recovery" in
which trained volunteer drivers
will take cancer patients to and

from their life-saving treatinents.
To request assistance or information on how to volunteer to
be a driver, call the Amencan
Cancer Society 24-hour information line at 1-800-227-2345.
For additional information on
Road to Recovery, visit
cancer.org.
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At chock-out, roll the dice and see how much
you can take off your total price on

ALL 1N-STOCK CARPET...as much as 18% OFF!
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NOVALIS LUXURY

FIRST QUALITY

5.99

APR*

U.S. BANK SMART REFINANCE
Fixed Up To 30 Years

Make a really smart move with our fast
and easy U.S Bank Smart Refinance. Get
approved in just days. Brilliant, right'?
Refinance your first mortgage with flexible
terms. no closing costs, points or fees.
less paperwork and a fixed rate so low.
it's a no-brainer So, no matter what type
of home you have or loan you need, let us
open the door.
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GM to invest $890M in
engines, keeps 1,600 jobs
By TOM KRISHER
AP Auto Writer
DETROIT (AP) — General
Motors Co. will invest $890
million at five factories to make
its V-8 engines more fuel efficient, preserving or cre:aing
roughly 1,600 jobs.
The automaker planned to
announce the investments
Tuesday
at factories in
Tonawanda.
N.Y.;
St.
Cathennes, Ontario; Bay City,
Mich.; Bedford, Ind.; and
Defiance. Ohio.
The spending, which has been
in the works for a long time,
will help GM meet government
fuel economy standards that
become fully effective in 2016.
Spokesman Tom Wilkinson
said the investments will help
the company boost the fuel efficiency of its pickup trucks,
sport utility vehicles and highperformance cars. The new
engines will have aluminum
blocks, which are up to 100
pounds lighter than the current
cast-iron ones on some GM V8s. and more efficient technology that injects fuel directly into
the combustion chambers.
Factories in Tonawanda and
St. Catherines will make the
next generation V-8 engines,
while the other plants will make
engine components.
GM will invest $400 million
in the Tonawanda plant, keeping 710 jobs. while it will put
$235 million into the Ontario
plant, securing about 400 jobs.
The Defiance foundry, which
makes engine blocks, will get
$115 million to save up to 189
jobs, while 245 jobs at the
Bedford parts plant will be
secured with a $111 million
investment. The Bay City parts
factory will see a $32 million
investment, keeping over 80

jobs.
GM
spokeswoman
Kim
Carpenter said the company has
not determined yet how many
of the 1,600 jobs will be new.
Any new jobs likely would be
filled by people from a pool of
about 4,200 laid-off workers.
The automaker would not
give details of the fuel economy
improvements or the new
engines.
GM said in a statement that it
has invested more than $2.3 billion at 22 U.S. and Canadian
factories since it emerged from
bankruptcy protection last July,
restoring or creating more than
9,100 jobs.
Much of today's announcement, though, has been planned
for years and is part of the normal course of GM's business.
Auto companies routinely
spend millions of dollars to
update plants as new vehicles
are rolled out.
Federal corporate fuel economy standards call for a 35.5
miles-per-gallon fleet average
within six years, up nearly 10
mpg from the current standards.
Each auto company will have
a different fuel-efficiency target, based on its truck-car mix
of vehicles. Automakers that
build more small cars will have
a higher target than companies
with a range of cars and trucks.
GM's passenger cars will
have to hit 32.7 mpg in 2012
and increase to 36.9 mpg by
2016. Honda Motor Co., meanwhile, will need to reach passenger car targets of 33.8 mpg
in 2012 and ramp up to 38.3
mpg in 2016.
Autornakers also are expanding their portfolio of gas-electric hybrid vehicles and beginning to introduce electric cars
and plug-in hybrids.
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STRONGER BRIDGES: Charlie Sun, with the University of Kentucky Transportation Center,
prepares a strip of carbon laminate recently that will be adhered to a steel girder underneath a bridge on Ky.
32 near Sadieville. The application of the strips
is part of a test project designed to enhance the strength and weight-bearing capacity
of the bridge.

Rethink Possible

Jurors in Tenn. get Rahn e-mail hacking case
By BILL POOVEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API
— The case against L former
University of Tennessee student
charged with hacking into Sarah
Palm's e-mail went to a federal
jury Tuesday in eastern
Tennessee.
The jury of eight men and six
women started deliberating in
Kncixville after getting instructions on the charges against
David Kernell, 22.
After Kernel! chose not to
testify, defense attorney Wade
Davies told the panel Monday
in a closing argument that his
client pulled a prank and
guessed his way into PalM's email. He said Kernell as a 20year-old made -some stupid
decisions" but had no criminal
intent.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Greg
Weddle told jurors Monday that
Kernel' set out with a plan to
derail PaIM's campaign when
she was the Republican vice
presidential candidate in 2008.

Convictions on the identity
theft and three other felony
charges carry a maximum possible 50-year prison sentence.
"David Kernell at the age of
20 made some bad choices,"
Davies told the jury.
U.S. District Judge Thomas
Phillips instructed jurors early
Tuesday about the identity theft
and other charges against
Kernell.
Davies told jurors — some
who took notes on the fifth day
of the trial — that "not every
choice we make at age 20
defines who we are."
Weddle told jurors Kernel] is
"not a kid."
"He set out to do something
malicious, from the beginning,"
Weddle said. "There's nothing
childish about this."
Davies called just one
defense witness, an FBI agent
who testified Friday that
Kernell was emotionally upset
about the investigation in
September 2008.
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BUTTERFLY SHOW: A butterfly lands on the nose of Meaun
White. 10. of Winton Terrace, Ohio, at the Krohn
Conservatory on Saturday, April 17 in Mt. Adams, Ohio. It
was the opening day of the Cincinnati Ohio Parks Krohn
Conservatory Butterfly Show.
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OW MEN'S GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS

.And down the stretch they come

r.
..;

RACERS GALLOP
TOWARDS FINILSH LINE
WITH 12-STROKE
LEAD ON FIELD

hoto!James Crisp

By FM Spats hdermellse
DICKSON, Tenn. — The Murray State
Racers will carry a 12-shot lead into the
final round of the 2010 Ohio Valley
Cionference Men's Golf Championship after
they posted a 295 Tuesday in tough weather
conditions at GreyStone Golf Course in
Dickson, Tenn.
The field of 10 teams and 45 competitors
were greeted by intermittent showers, gusty
Ads. and at one point hail when the second

f carbon lamiIn of the strips

of two storms rolled across the course. The
The players were called off the course
48 degree temperature Irv& it a rough day from 1130 a.m. to
noon when the first harsh
to get around the par-72 layout, playing weather
rolled through, but they played
6,858 yards.
through the second one which hit around 1
The Racers two-round total of 581 has p.m.
them in good position to claim the school's
Leading the way for the Racers is 2008
first OVC title since 1991.
OVC Champion Nick Newcomb who shot
Austin Peay fired a 297 and stands in second place at 593, while Jacksonville State the low round of the event with a threeshares third place with Morehead State at under-par 69 to grab the medalist lead at 73594. The Gamecocks had a 299. while the 69=142.
Jared Wolfe (73-72=145) made an eagle
Eagles carded a 293.
"I was extremely pleased with the round at the 17th hole and stands in second place
today, especially when you factor in the con- with Austin Peay's Eric Barnes(71-74=145).
ditions we had," MSU head coach Eddie
Chris Griffir. (71-75=146) is in fifth
DAVE WINDER / NISU Sports Intormafion
Hunt. "We had a little bit of everything, place, with MS.U's Cameron Carrico (70- Murray State's Chris Griffin watches
this approach shot
wind, rain, hail and cold. It was really some- 79=149) in 16th place. Patrick Newcomb Tuesday at Greystone
Golf Course in Dickson, Tenn.,
thing out there today."
(72-79=151) is in 23rd place.
site of the OVC Men's Golf Championships.

PREP BASEBALL

Mental
mistakes cost
Lakers in loss
MARSHALL PLATES GAME-WINNING
RUN IN BOTTOM OF EIGHTH
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
DRAFFENVILLF:, Ky. —
When all is said and done in the
4th District race, Zach Hobbs
hopes he doesn't look on
Tuesday night as a missed
opportunity.
His Calloway County club
made one too many mental mistakes to overcome a more opportunistic Marshall County bunch
in a 9-8 extra-inning loss, suffering its first district blemish of the
season and falling behind the
pace set by No. 1 Murray.
With the loss, the Lakers now
must sweep the "Tigers in next

week's senes to earn the top district tournament seed and what
should amount to an automatic
bid to the regional.
"We haven't put ourselves in
a hole, but we definitely didn't
make it easier," said Hobbs.
whose team committed five
errors and walked a multitude of
Marshall batsmen on Tuesday.
"The Murray series is everything. We have to beat them
twice, and they want to beat us
twice, but it does give them the
luxury to load up and try to just
win one game."
The Marshals scored the
game-winning run in the bottom
of the eighth when Andrew
Edwards touched a two-out
bloop single into shallow left
field. scoring Shane McKenty,
who reached on a lead-oft walk.

AUSTEN LANE
Jacksonville Jaguar Draft Pick - Football A
Interview &
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re Ow.
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Photos by Michael Dann

. Austen Lane wanted nothing
more than to get a ring at
Murray State.
• However, the former Ohio
Valley Conference Defensive
Player of the Yearfor the Racers
this past season got a ring a little different than the bling he
could put on his finger.
Saturday, in the fifth round of
the NFL Draft, Lane was selected by the Jacksonville Jaguars,
securing his spot in Murray
State lore as he will go down as
the highest drafted Racer in program history, taken with the
153rd pick.
So now that the party is over.
Lane is content on getting back
to work.
' From his home in Iola, Wisc..
on Monday, Lane said his first
goal when he steps foot inside
the Jags' rookie camp Thursday
i$ to "hurt the quarterback."
"I don't want to just sack the
quarterback. I want to hurt
simiebody." he said. "That's my
mentality. but I also want to
make pla)..s in the backfield. I
can do that."
• After being so straightforward, the 6-foot-5, long-limbed
Lane was asked how many personalfouls he had in college.
"I think I only had one," he

replied. "If I'm going to cause
pain, then it's going to be the
right way. I'm not going to
cheap-shot somebody."
Lane looks to make a return
on investment for Jacksonville.
Nothing about the way he plays
is cheap, and it's what got him
recognized in hisjunior and senior years at Murray State.
Wiper &
Take me
through the ordeal Saturday and
what you were doing when you
found out you had been drafted?
Assign Law It was insane
because I got a phone call from
a Jaguars scout. We're all sitting
around watching the draft and I
couldn't understand why I was
getting a call from the Jaguars
just because they were nowhere
close to picking at the time. So,
we started talking, and to be
honest. I was getting a little frustrated because I really didn't
have any idea why he was calling me. I thought he was trying
to screen other teams from calling me. So, we get into talking
about hunting in Wisconsin, and
I told him I did it for one year Austen Lane solidified his spot in Murray State history
and it wasn't really my thing. over the weekend, becoming the highest drafted Racer in
I'm not much for waking up the program's history when he was selected with the
early and sitting out in the cold 153rd pick of the NFL Draft by Jacksonville.
Lane will
•See LANE, 3C
attend the team's rookie camp beginning Thursday.

*LW 4TESUNUNU

Isomer

School
DIst.(Overs11)
Murray
4-0(13-8)
Calloway County 3-1 I11-10)
Marshall County
1-3(11-11)
Community Christ 0-4 (4-10)
With the top of the order up
for Marshall, head coach Billy
Thorpe knew it was now or
never for his squad, which
earned its first district win of the
season.
"We're not very fast, with the
exception of one or two kids. and
Shane is one of them.- he said. "I
thought if he got on, we could
get him to second on a steal, and
we were able to find somebody
to get a hit when we needed it."
As smooth as Monday's front
end between the Lakers and
Marshals was. Tuesday's finale
was every bit as mistake-riddled.
Marshall piled six errors on
top of Calloway's five and neither squad's pitchers were able to
establish rhythm in a game that
lasted just shy of three hours.
Marshall, eliminated from
contention for the top seed on
Monday, withheld ace pitcher
Edwards and instead started junior Reese Johnson.
The Lakers responded by
plating two runs in the top of the
first on a Logan Burks double
•See LAKERS,2C

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Calloway County catcher Kody Rudolph waits for a throw
as Marshall County's Shane McKenty slides safely into
home plate during the second inning Thursday night in
Draffenville McKenty also scored the game-winning run,
lifting the Marshals to a 9-8 win.

THOROUGHBREDS BASEBALL

Rebels walk off with extra-inning victory
'BREDS RETURN
HOME THIS WEEKEND
TO HOST SEMO IN A
THREE-GAME SERIES
Z:7=

By MU *orb Infonsiatlow
OXFORD, Miss. — Ole Miss second baseman Alex Yarbrough hit a
Walk-off home run to right center to
lead off the bottom of the 10th inning

as the 14th-ranked Rebels survived a
tough Murray State team and handed
the Breds an 11-10 defeat Tuesday
evening at Oxford-University Stadium.
"I am real proud of the way our
guys competed." said head coach Rob
McDonald. "We turd a lot of guys do
some heroic things, just some great at
bats and clutch pitching. I think a lesser team could have just packed it in and
that game could have gotten ugly in a
hurry. I am sure proud of the way our
guys competed."

The Rebels(29-13)got on the board
in the first inning as the first two hitters
reached via base on balls, and Matt
Smith drove in a run with a single
through the left side.
The Breds (19-21) tied the game in
the second inning as Bryan Propst
started the inning with a double down
the left-field line. After the next two
hitters were retired. Cory Hodskins
delivered the second double down the
left-field line to score Propst.
Ole Miss pushed across two runs in

the second inning as they rallied after
the first two hitters were retired.
Taylor Hightower started the rally with
a hustle double to right center. Tim
Ferguson plated the runner with a single through the left side. Miles
Hamblin followed with an oppositefield double that landed just inside the
left-field line.
The Rebels added to the lead in the
third as the first two hitters reach on
walks and came around to score on a
base hit from Kevin Mon and another

from David Phillips.
Ole Miss continued to score in the
fourth as the Matt Snyder collected the
third-straight hit of the inning to score
a run. Kevin Mort later added a runscoring single, ahead of Taylor
Hashman's sacrifice fly to center field.
The Rebels added two runs in the
fifth as Ferguson and Smith hit solo
home runs.
MSU put together one of their better
rallies of the season in the seventh as
II See 'BREDS,2C
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Downey two-hits St. MarY
MURRAY WINS MATCHUP
Of TOP ALL 'A' SEEDS

Staff Report
The matchup dnin I happen in the FITM
Region All 'A' Classic. hut the tournament's
No. I and No. 2 seeds finally got together on
Tuesday night at Ty Holland Field.
Murray ran its post-All 'A' record to 3-1
vvith a 7-3 victory over St. Mary, which held
the top seed in the Classic. Both the Vikings
and the Tigers were upset in the semifinals.
Brock Downey got the start and surrendered just one earned run on two hits while
striking out II St. Mary batters.
Downey also led the offense. going 3-for4 with an RBI. Aron Sweeney finished 2-for4 sstth tvw RBI while Tanner Richerson was

2-for-4 with one RBI. Sawser Lawson went
l-for-2 with two RBI.
Murray racked up II hits on the night
while St. Mary managed just two
The Tigers pulled ahead with one run r
the bottom of the second inning. but St. Mary
evened the score in the third.
Murray pulled ahead again with two runs
in the fourth, but once again. the Vikings
came back to tie the game at three in the top
of the fifth.
The Tigers plated one run in the bottom of
the fifth and three more in the sixth to take
control of the game.
Murray improves to 13-8 on the sea,on
while St. Mary falls to 7-6.
The Tigers travel to Christian County on
Thursday for a 5:30 p.m. first pitch.

Murray pitcher Brock Downey throws
during the third inning of Tuesday's
7-3 victory over St. Mary.

second hit of the inning, a run-scoring single to right field.
The Breds took advantage of an untimely: error in the top of the ninth to score two
unearned runs and tie the game. The inning
started with Propst singling through the left
side and going to second as he beat the
throw on Pixley's grounder into the hole at
short. Hill loaded the bases with a single to
center before the next two hitters were
retired. Colton Moore followed as a pinch

hitter and hit a high chopper to third that
was dropped hy the first baseman, allowing
the two nms to score.
Brett Huber i2-0) picked up the victory
after allowing one unearned run on one hit
over three innings. Will Handlin (0- I suffered the loss after allowing one run on four
hits over two innings.
Hill led the offense by going 3-for-5.
while Propst. Hodskins and ('raycraft each
collected two hits.

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

Ins,mere

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

•Lakers
From Page 1C
and Ivo) more in the second, taking advantage of two Marshall
errors, to seize a 4-0 lead.
But Calloway starter Austin
Hargrove ran into trouble in the
bottom of the second, walking in
one run before surrendering a
game-tying, bases-clearing double to Nicholas Forte.
The Marshals loaded the
bases again in the third thanks to
two more walks, hut Hargrove
got Evan Owen to ground out
and escaped from the jam.
Hargrove continued to struggle with his control in the fourth.
walking the lead-off hitter and
prompting Hobbs to turn to
Garrett Cowen. who earned a
relief victory in Monday's game.

A FtICS

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
• 211S 12th St *Murray. KY • 753-3415

•'Breds
From Page 1C
Hodskins was hit by a pitch, Jonathan
Craycraft had a pinch hit single to hght and
Elliot Frey walked. Zach Noonan walked to
score the first run, and was followed by a
Brandon Elliott RBI single to right on an 02 pitch. Wes Cunningham delivered the big
blow with a grand slam to right center. his
15th homer and second grand slam of the
season. Drew Pixley. and Daniel Hill singled with one out. and Craycraft had his

.5"CORE EN

"Neither one of our pitchers we're doing.- Hobbs said. "We
had their best stuff tonight." said should have played with more
Hobbs. "The air was kind of urgency tonight."
heavy, the ball was slick, and
The Laker% got multi-hit
that may have had something to evenings from seniors Austin
do with it. But these guys have Hargrove and Grant Williams.
given us a chance to win a lot both of whom notched doubles.
more games than they've lost for
Marshall got two doubles
us this year."
from Forte and two hits from
Calloway's pitchers didn't get Colby Wiseman.
much help from their defense,
After stranding I I runners on
however. Four of Marshall's nine base Monday. the Marshals
runs were preceded by Laker seemed to take a more aggreserrors, and Calloway committed sive approach on the basepaths
several more mistakes that didn't and got a pair of big two-out hits
show up in the 'E'column.
from Forte in the first and
"To Marshall's credit, they Edwards in the eighth.
made plays when they needed to
"That was huge." said
and had a couple of timely hits, Thorpe. "We've struggled to
but we've got to execute better score, and I'll take the blame for
mentally and focus on what some of that. I haven't put run-

ners in motion and called as
many sacrifices as I could have.
Tonight. we wanted to put pressure on them and force them to
make plays."
Marshall took a 5-4 lead in
the fourth and made it 6-4 in the
fifth. Calloway surged in the
sixth, however, scoring four
runs, two of which came on a
Williams double, to take an 8-6
advantage.
But Marshall was quick to
answer, tying the game at eight
with two inns in the sixth.
Calloway stranded runners in
scoring position in both the seventh and eighth innings. leaving
Cody. Redden on third in the seventh and Hargrove standing on
second in the eighth.

American League Stancings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Tampa Bay
15
5 750
New York
12
7 632 2 1.2
Boston
10 11 476 5 1.2
Toronto
10 11 476 5 1 2
Baltimore
4 16 200
11
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Minnesota
/4
6 700
Detro.1
11 10 524 3 1.2
Cleveland
9 11 450
5
Chicago
8 12 400
6
Kansas City
8 12 400
6
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Oakland
12
9 571
—
Los Angeles
11 11 500 1 112
Seattle
10 11 476
2
Texas
9 11 450 2 12
-Tuesday's Genies
Minnesota 2 Detroit 0
Bathmore 5 N V Yankees 4
Boston 2 Toronto 1
Tampa Bay 8 Oakland 6
Texas 4 Chicago White Sox 2
Seattle 3 Kansas City 2
Cleveland 9 L A Angels 2
Wednesday's Games
Seattle (Rowland-Smith 0-11 at Kansas
City IMeche 0-2) 1 10 p m
Cleveland (Westbrook 0-2) at L A
Angels IE Santana 1-2). 6 05 p m
Minnesota (S Baker 2-2) at Detroit
(Scherzer 1-1). 6 05 p m
N Y Yankees (Sabathia 2-1) at
Baltimore (Guthrie 0-2) 6 05 p m
Boston (Lester 02) at Toronto (Cecil 10). 6 07 p m
Oakland (Braden 3-0) at Tampa Bay
(J Shiekis 2-0) 6 10 p m
Chicago White Sox (Peavy 0-1) at
Texas (Harden 0-1 i 705pm
Thursday's Games
Minnesota (Pavane 3-1) at Detroit
(Willis 0-1). 12 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Floyd 0-2) at Texas
(Feldman 1-2), 1 05 p m
NY Yankees(A J Bumett 2-0) at
Baltimore (Matusz 2-0). 605 pm
Oakland (Duchscherer 2-0) at Toronto
iR Romero 1-1) 607 pm
Kansas City (Hochevar 2-0) at Tampa
Bay iGarza 3-1). 6 10 pm

National League Standings
All Times COT
East Division
W
L Pct GO
New York
12
9 571
—
Philadelphia
11
9 550
1/2
Florida
11 10 524
1
Washington
11 10 524
1
Atlanta
8 12 400 3 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
St Louis
13
7 650
—
Chicago
10 11 476 3 1.2
Cincinnati
9 11 450
4
Milwaukee
9 11 450
4
HOuSI,r,
8 11 421 4 12
Pittst-oirgil
8 12 400
5
West Division
W
L Pct GB
San D.ego
12 8 600
San Francisco
12 8 600
Colorado
11 10 524 I 12
Anzona
9 11 450
3
Los Angeles
8 12 400
4

Tuesday's Games
NV Mets 4 LA Dodgers 0 1st game
N Y Mets 10 L A Dodgers 5 204
game
San Diego 4 Florida 1
Cincinnati 6 Houston 2
Washington 3 Chicago Cubs 1
Pittsburgh 7 Milwaukee 3
St Louis 5, Atlanta 4
Colorado 12 Arizona 1
San Francisco 6, Philadelphia 2
Wednesday's Games
San Diego (Correia 3-1) at Florida
IN Robertson 2-1) 11 10 a m
L A Dodgers (Ely 0-0) at N Y Mets
(Maine 0-11. 12 10 p m
Pittsburgh (Maholm 1-21 at Milwaukee
iNarveson 1-0), 12 10 p m
Washington (Atilano 1-0) at Chicago
Cubs (Dempster 2-0). 1 20 pm
Arizona iBenscn 1-1) at Colorado
ID Smith 1-2), 2 10 p m
Philadelphia (Harnels 2-2) at San
Francisco (Lincecum 4-0), 245 0 m
Cincinnati (Leake 1-0) at Houston
IF Paulino 0-21 7 05 p
Atlanta (Kawakami 0-3) at St LOUIS
iJ Garcia 1-1). 7 15 p m
Thursday's Games
Atlanta (Jurgens 0-21 at St Louis
1Wainwright 3-1). 12 40 p m
Anzona (I Kennedy 0-1) at Chicago
Cubs (Lilly 1-0). 1 20 pm
Cincinnati (Arroyo 0-2) at Houston
(Oswalt 2-2). 7 05 p m
Milwaukee ID Davis 0-2) at San Diego
(LeBlanc 1-01, 9 05 pm
Pittsburgh (Undecided) at L A Dodgers
(Kershaw 1-0). 9 10 p m

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned SPeciats
2009 Chevrolet HHR LS

2009 Toyota Camry LE

16,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P7455

30,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P7421

11,975*

514,986*

2001 Chevrolet Blazer LS

30,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #P7486

$14,975*
2003 Buick LeSabre Limited
74,000 Miles,
Leather, Chrome Wheels
Stk. #TCO217A

73,000 Miles, TIC, PW, PL, CD, Chrome
Wheels, Moonroof, Leather. Stk. #P7504

$9,977*

1999 Cadillac Deville

2003 Chevrolet Monte Carlo IS

82,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P74474A

65,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #GC0065A

58,967*
2001 Honda Civic EX
228,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Moonroof, Spoiler.
Stk. #P7420A

2004 Nissan Sentra

2005 Volkswagen Jetta GU

131,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #CP817A

92,000 Miles,
6 Speed, Moonroof, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #GC9148A

$4,970.
2006 Chevrolet Cobalt LT
97,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD, Spoiler,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7498A

$5,895*

2009 Toyota Corolla

$8,628*
2008 Nissan Versa SL

16,000 Miles.
Stk. #P7380

37,000 Miles,
T/C, PW. PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7497A

510,990*

'Disciainier All prices plus tax title and license additional $149
doc lee included Some ph t

'9,977*

r illustration purposes

1-4 is V

2400 E. Wood St.• Paris • 642-5661 •1-800-748-8816
www.peppersautomotive.com
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2008 Ford Mustang

110,000 Miles:
TIC, PW, PL, CD, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #CT0091B

$5,481*
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From Page 1C
dii iii ii':
LAT What's the reaction like
Then vki.: got into fanning In from your mom (Julie l and your
Wisconsin an
stepfather (Mark Maher)?
the coni t
lie asked me il we had a lot of
AL: Ii was insane. Mom
good crops and fanning up here? tealed up a little ha and Mark
I told him. 'Tin not a farmer. sir. was giving me his patented
I think we do?' The whole nine I handshakes. De was obvious!)
was trying to answei his clues. excited. too. because him being
(Ions. but I'm trying to watch the really interested in the draft as a
itt alt as well. All of a sudden I
Green Bay Packer ran and then
see where Jacksonville made a having me in it added another
deal with Oakland and I'm element to it. It was kind of
thinking. OK. this is interesting. weird because usually I have to
hut he still never came out and hear how had the Packers did in
their draft I don't think he even
told me anything.
I actually never found out I mentioned the Packers once
got drafted by Jacksonville until through the whole draft, so
that's pretty impressive.
it came on the TV.
ill

pit

iladelp('iia 2
(11 Games
1-1) at Florida
1 10 a m
0) at N V Mets

0-2) at San Diego
DM
KO at L A Dodgers
m

•Lane

L&T So atter you found out,
Jr I you tell the guy you had to

The Murray High basketball banquet was held
Sunday, April 18 in the Murray
Room of the Regional Special Events Center. The
following boys were the award
winners for the 2009-2010 season, from left:
Marte Foster (3-point percentage),
Kendall Deese (most improved). Seth Parker-Bell
(Leadership Award). Mark
Stubblefield (field goal percentage). Demoree Fields
(Coaches Award). Jordan
Benton (free throw percentage). Jarvae Langford
(MVP and Rebounding Award).
Not pictured: Michael Mangold (Senior Award).

Wednesday. April 2.8. 2010 • M.'

AL: No. he said go and ahead
and take five minutes with your
family and I'll stay on the line. I
talked to coach Jack Del Rio and
the GM (Gene Smith) for a little
hit. it was great.
ULT W hat did Del Rio and
smith have to say to you when
.\ ill] spoke to them?
ALThey are excited to have
nr.:. I think they are a big fan of
my work ethic and were
impressed with me at the Senior
Bowl, and they traded away
their left defensive end to
Oakland, so they told me that it
I come into camp and work really hard. I could see sonic playing time right away. Basically.
it's all on me now.
LAT What went through your
mind when you realized that
moment had finally arrived for
you?
AL: I think just a sigh of
relief. It's just tough sitting
there. especially since I didn't
go Friday night and having to
sleep on it for another night.

LIT: What is the next step
from
here?
What
has
Jacksonville told you about their
plans or intentions?
AL: I leave for Jacksonville
on Thursday, and we have rookie training camp for three or four
days and then a few weeks later
we'll have our OTAs. (Editor's
note: OTA stands for Organized
Team Activities. It can he anything from an organized training
session or minicamp. to teamoriented recreational activities.
Each team is only allowed to
have a limited number of offseason OTAs per the Player
Associations bargaining agreement.)
LAT Did you have any discussions with (former MurrayState football coach
Matt
Griffin. prior to or after the
draft?
AL: coach Gra called ine
about an hour after the draft and
told me as long as I keep bringing the same work ethic that I
brought with me to college. I'm
going to be fine. It was good to
hear from him. I know I had him
in my comer fighting for me and
that was nice.

Sports
The KY Revolution U-11 girls soccer team went into the champio
nship game of the
Louisville Cup having tallied two shutouts (3-0 and 5-0). They
continued their
dominance with another shutout in the championship game
versus Mockingbird.
winning 4-0. The team consists of girls from Graves County,
Marshall County,
McCracken County and Murray and is currently ranked second
in the state.
Pictured, front row, from left: Abby Taylor. Lydia Grogan, Brittany
Kimbro.
Brittany Lawson, Ally Taylor and Sabrina Argotte Rack row:
coach Scott
McWilliams, Kennedy Jones, Rachel McWilliams, Destiny Dachs, Ashlyn
Willett,
Kayla Travis. and coach Darren Jones.

IN The MHS Diamond Club will host a casual reception on
Saturday.
May 1 from 1-2 p.m. in the atnum of Murray Middle School
to honor Bob
Billington (Class of 1955. centerfield). Et.'Red"
Howe (Class of 1963.
pitcher) and Lindsey Hudspeth (Class 01 1977, centerfield
) as inductees
into the school's Baseball Hall of Fame. The day's activities
include an
Old Timers' Alumni Game at 11 a.m., the reception at
1 p.m., presentation of Hall of Fame inductees at 2:15 p.m. and conclude
with Murray
facing Heath at 3 p.m
•The Murray High School cross Country team is hosting
a 5K Fun
Run on Saturday. May 15. The race begins at Murray High
School at 9
a.m. Pre-register for the race by 0-mailing your name
and T-shirt size to
elainekight@murray.kyschools.us. Race-day registratio
n begins at 8
a.m. on race day.

LAT You have 10 he piety
happy know mg that you're
going to get to go somewhere
where the weather will be pretty
decent.
!
AL: The team too. I think
Jacksonville is a solid team and
am excited to play tOr them.
Their defense is intense. anti it's
not as much reacting as it is getting in someone's lace. and
that's what I'm all about. The
mentality they are bringing is
something I can relate to. I don't
think I could have ended up in a
better spot.

IT: What's your knowledge
of the other pick. Jacksonville
made? They sure did go heavy
on guys that play the same position as you.
AL: The first round pick.
*Tyson Aluaki
we're really
good friends and played in the
Senior Bowl together. So I knew
him from before and D'Anthom
Smith. from Louisiana Tech,
he's actually' the guy that picked
me up when I scored my touch
down in the Senior Bowl, so I'm
really good friends with him.
Also Den Karim from Southern
Illinois, we have the same agent.

TV, radio
BOWLING
7 p.m.
ESPN2 - Women s USBC Queens
at El Paso, Texas
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
FSPN
Minnesota at Detroit
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
TNT - Playoffs first round game 5
Milwaukee at Atlanta
9:30 p.m.
TNT - Playoffs First round game 5
Utah at Denver
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
'ERSUS - Playoffs conference quarterfinals. Montreal at Washoglort

Locally
MLB
6:32 p.m.
WNBS 1340 AM -- Atlanta Braves al
St Louis Cardinals
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MCCH announces May
Health Express stops
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Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will offer
osteoporosis screenings at its stops during the month of May.
The screenings are free to the communities visited by Health
Express and are offered to detect disease in its earliest stages when
there are often no symptoms of disease. If you are experiencing
symptoms, you should see your physician. Osteoporosis is responsible for more than 1.5 million fractures annually in the United
States. There are three simple things you should do before the test:
• For the sake of convenience and time, wear socks anklets or
knee-high stockings. Panty hose will have to be removed.
• Remove ankle bracelets and any other article of jewelry from
your feet and ankles. They will interfere with the test.
• If you have an open sore or cut on either foot, inform the operator before being screened.
During the month of May. the Health Express will make stops to
the following locations:
• Monday. May 3 from 7 to 11:30 a.m. at Walmart in Paris, Tenn.
• Tuesday. May 4 from 8 to 11:30 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church in Fulton.
• Thursday. May 6 from II a.m. to 2 p.m. at Save-A-Lot in
Murray.
• Friday, May 21 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Glendale Place in
Murray. Osteoperosis, blood sugar and blood pressure screenings
will be on this date.
• Monday, May 24 from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the George Weak's
Community Center in Murray.
•Thursday, May 27 from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.
at Lowe's in Mayfield.
• • Friday. May 28 from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. at
Office Depot in Murray.
Also available at these screenings is an occult blood screening
kit. The cost is S4 and this screening detects blood in the stool.
which can be an early indicator of colon cancer.
For more information on the May Health Express schedule, or
about the screenings offered, call 762-1348.
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Pictured are the MCCH Volunteers at the 2010 Volunteer Banquet
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MCCH recognizes volunteers
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital recognized volunteers at the
28th Annual Auxiliary and Volunteer Appreciation Luncheon, on
April 23 in Murray Room located inside of the Regional Special
Events Center on the first floor. The theme for this year's luncheon
was "A Day of Decadence for our Volunteers."
The annual luncheon honored over 60 volunteers that volunteer
in different departments, including Hospice. The volunteers donated
over 11,((X) hours this past year.
A few volunteers received special awards at the banquet.

Margaret Boyd has volunteered at MCCH for 25 years and Jessie
Davis has worked a total of 11,700 in her years of service. The volunteer that worked the most hours for the year was Theresa Rewiski,
with 1,176 hours. Hospice Volunteers for the past year include
Margaret Arnold, Brenda Call, Nanette Durham, Judy Eldridge,
Stella Franklin, Dorothy Hargrove, Vicki Kemp, Carolyn Lewis,
Fran Miller. Bartle Steelman. Jan Steffey, Donna Story, Judith
Thomas, Maureen Williams, and Darlene Workman. The auxiliary
officers for 2010-2011 are Carol West, President; Anna Coleman,
Vice President: Ernestine Hargis. Secretary/Treasurer.

Stouts name vestibule in future Hospice house
Special to the Ledger
The
Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare
recently amfounced that Dr.

Richard and Lynn Stout have
purchased the vestibule at the
future Residential Hospice
House.

The family has decided to
name the vestibule in honor and
memory of Dr. Robert William
Hahs and Elizabeth McNeill

Hahs. the late parents of Lynn
Stout, as a tribute to the many
contributions Betty and Bob
Hahs made to the Murray community throughout their lifetimes.
Both Dr. and Mrs. Stout have
historical ties to the MurrayCalloway County medical community. Dr. Stout's grandfather,
Dr. Euclid Covington, (18831934) and great-grandfather, Dr.
Gus Covington, (1843-1933)
had long and distinguished medical careers serving the Murray
and Calloway County area. Dr.
Stout has been an active member
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and a practicing pediatric allergist since completing
his fellowship in 1970.
Lynn Hahs Stout's family
came to Murray in 1941. Her
father, the late Dr. Robert
William Hahs, was a graduate of
the University of Louisville
School of Medicine and
received his pediatric training in
Memphis at Baptist Memorial
Hospital. Dr. Hahs married
Elizabeth McNeil in December
of 1935.
Dr. Hahs was a well-respect-

ed physician in Murray. He volunteered for the Army Medical
Corps and went overseas with
the 55th Medical Battalion in
December 1942, where he
earned four battle stars, a bronze
star, and was promoted to Lt.
Colonel. He returned to his pediatric practice at the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic in 1946, serving the Murray community with
well-known compassion, dedication and skill for many years.
In 1961, Dr. Hahs developed an
infection that led to his untimely
death at the age of 51. His wife,
the late Elizabeth "Betty" Hahs,
was equally devoted to Murray
and was an active and enthusiastic member of the community.
She loved taking on challenges,
and particularly enjoyed using
her artistic talents towards the
beautification of downtown, a
favorite of her many civic projects.
Elizabeth Hahs died at her
home in June of 2001 after a
long illness. During the final
phase of her illness, services
were provided at her home by
the Hospice program, and the
Stout family experienced the

benefits ot the program on a
very personal level. The dedication of the vestibule is both a
tribute to Dr. and Mrs. Hahs, and
an expression of gratitude to the
Hospice program for the outstanding kindness and care
given to Mrs. Hahs during her
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Pictured, from left, is Keith Bailey, CEO of MCCH, Dr. Richard and Lynn Stout, Judge
Executive Larry Elkins, and Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development.
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Paducah Neurosurgical Center, the neurosurgery practice of

Theodore E.C. Davies, M•D•,
welcomes clinical nurse specialist

K. Amy Fennel, A.R.N.P.
The practice is accepting new patientsfor general
neurosurgical evaluation and treatment, including the
surgical treatment ofbrain and spine disorders.

PADUCAH
NEUROSURGICAL CENTER
THIS SATURDAY • MAY 1, 2010 • 10 -6

270
-761-BIKE
www
GEARUPCYCLES COM

Fir

102 N. 15TH
TUE-SAT 10-6

Doctors Office Building 2, Suite 404.
2603 Kentucky Ave. • Paducah,. KY 42b03.

(270) 443-6472
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VS NOTICE OF SALE

Lee.
Notice

DEFENDANTS

Being a 1.983 acre parcel of land as surveyed by Dennis W Looper KY L.L.S.
#3437 of Purchase Area Surveying, Inc On December 19, 2005. and being located on the West side of State Route /893 and Lies approximately 0,5 miles South
of the Harris Grove community of Calloway County, Kentucky
And more particularly described as beginning at a 1/2" die. X 24 long steel pin
and surveyor's cap #3437 set, said pin being an inside corner ifs tract belonging to James Murdock iDeed Book 618, Page 210) and being the southeast corner of the property herein described. Said pin lies in the West right-of-way line
of State Route #893600' right-of-way) and lies on a bearing of North 01 deg. 29
minutes 23 seconds Were a distance of 190621 feet from a set Mag nail in the
centerline intersection of State Route *893 and Humphrey Road, thence along
the lines of said Murdock property for the following (7) seven calls:
(I) South 89 deg. 21 min 08 sec. West. distance of 230.29 feet tea 1/2' dos. X
24" frig. Steel pin and a surveyor's cap *3437 set Said pin being the southwest
corner of the property herein described;
(2) North 00 deg 38 nun 52 sec West a distance of 346.50 feet to a 1/2" Ma X
24" ing Steel pin and surveyor's cap #3437 set Said pin being an inside corner
of the property herein described,
(3) North 00 deg. 38 nun. 52 sec. West a distance of 346.50 feet to a 1/2" dia X
24" ing Steel pin and surveyor's ca, #3437 set Said pin being an inside corner
of the property herein described.
(4) North 00 deg 38 min. 52 sec_ West a distance of 80.05 feet to a 1/2" dia. X
24' log. Steel pin and surveyor's cap #3437 set Said pin being an inside corner
of the property herein described.
15: South 89 deg. 16 nun 43 sec East a distance of 82.28 feet to. 1./2" cha X 24'
lag Steel pin and surveyor's cap #3437 set Said pin being an inside corner of
the property herein described;
(6) South 00 deg. 38 min. 155.0. East a distance of 78 09 feet to a Ir2" dos X24"
lug. Steel pin and surveyor's cap #3437 set Said pin being an inside corner of
the property herein described,
47) North 89 deg. 21 min. 09 sec. East a distance of 72.47 feet to• L'2" dia. X 24'
ing. Steel pin and surveyor's cap *3437 set. Said pin lies in the West right of
way line of State Route *893 and being the northeast corner of the property
herein described.
Thence, along a curve to the right in said State Route #893 right of way line.
Said curve having a radius of 10,456.49 feet and an Art Length of 346 52 feet
and a Chord of South 00 deg. 53 min 59 sec. East a chatance of 346.50 fee to
the point of beginning

PLAINTIFF

Being the same property conveyed by deed from Michael Paul Paschall Trust, et
al., dated October 2,2007, of record in Book 716, page 232. in the office of the
Clerk of the C'alloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
301 days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent 10%i of the purchase price and execute
bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within
thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but
the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes.

MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

This property is subject to the following restrictions:
No building iota be constructed on the above described lot closer than 50 feet
to the right of way of John/ion Boulevard,
b) This property is to be used for residential purposes only
cl) No residence is to be constructed on the above described property that shall
have less than a $12,000.00 appraised value including the lot;
(di No temporary building shall be constructed on the above described lot
The above-described restrictions run with the title to this property, and the
heirs and assigns of the Grantees or parties of the second part are bound by and
take title subject to said restrictions.
Being the same property conveyed to Michael Fox and wife, Kary L. Fox. from
Kenneth H. Pruitt, and wife, •Ianette Peuitt, by deed dated November 22, 2006,
of record in Book 671. Page 683, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 30.
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent (10%1 of the purchase price and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 125 per
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes.
This 23rd day of April, 2010.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

INVITATION TO BID

All bide shall be mailed or delivered to the office of Larry Elkins, Judge Executive,
Calloway County, 101 South 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 and shall be for
period July 1st, 2010 through June 30, 2011.
1

The purchase of 9m while rock, dense grade, #3 white rock, 610 white
rock, 125 rip rap.(Bid both at mine and delivered)

2

The purchase of R9-2 and AE-200 oil Buie must meet the latest
Kentucky Bureau of Highways specifications

3

The purchase of on-road ultra low sulfur dowel
The purchase of off-road low sulfur diesel
The purchase of 89 Octane unleaded gas

4

The purchase of metal road pipe and bands 14 gauge in the following
sixes: 36", 42', 48", 60", 72", 84. and 96" round, arched, coated and
aluminized type II. 16 gauge in the following sizes 12' and 15" round,
coated, and aluminized type II 16 gauge in the following sizes 18', 24',
and 30" round, arched, coated and aluminized type II Banda in all
sizes 24" wide Bid must meet the latent Kentucky Bureau of Highways
specifications.

5

Class 1, bituminous asphalt material per ton in place The successful
bidder should own equipment necessary to complete the work required
by the latest Kentucky Highway standards. Bidder must be pre approved
by the Kentucky Department of Transportation

The Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves the right to reject any or all bids, to
waive technicalities, or to re-advertise
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Being the same property conveyed by deed from Jim Walter Homes. Inc and
Mid-State Trust IV, dated November 21, 1996, of record in Book 250. Page 144,
and by quitclaim Deed from Tins Wadluna dated April 4, 2001. of record in
Book 375, Page 154. both in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on. cash or rrecht basis of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on, credit of thirty :30( days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent (10%) of the purchase price and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty
days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security Al] delinquent taxes. if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 23rd day of April. 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

CLASSIIIED DEADLINES

Monday & Smart Saver - Friday @ 10:00 AM
Tuesday - Monday @ 10:00 AM
Wednesday - Monday @ 12:00 PM
Thursday - Wednesday @ 10:00 AM
Friday - Thursday @ 10:00 AM
Saturday - Thursday @ 12:00 PM
060
lislp Warded
CLASS A CDL dump
truck dnver, 759-0501

LOOKING for roommate: 3-bedroom
apartment,
$270/month, all bills
included, close to
campus. For into call
Al at (270)227-0329
Roomate(s) wanted to
share house expenses.
Separate living quarters.
No
lease
required.
270-9787382

Lm"-sw

tibRaRsiTimEs

Call 753-1916
LOST BORDER
Collie, male. East
Calloway, 280-Hwy
i270)227-8225

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but

05-28-10 TO 01-30-11 KY# 0395632(20 openings,
GARY BRAME #2 Kirksey, KY

inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this

TOBACCO/ FARM LABORER/ NURSERY
LABORER
Wage $7 2548 00 HR 3/4 Contract Hours
guaranteed, all tools and equip at no charge
Housing provided for those beyond commuting at
no cost Tranaportation and subsistence pay, after
5041-- of contract completed Transport daily to
worksite Apply for this job at the nearest office of
State Workforce Agency in this state, using job
order numbers above with a copy of this
advert:Bement Subject to random drug test at
employers cost

information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be repstable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibilly whatsoever for their
activities

A Licensed Plumber
Must have
Journeyman or Master
Plumjing license 8
recent plumbing experience Please call
753-2355
BE THE
BIGGEST LOSER
of 2010 Lose Weight.
Win Cash & Pnzes &
Have Fun' For only
$35.00 you will receive
12 weeks of personal
coaching, free metabolism test and group
suppo rt.To pre-register
call Courtney at
(888) 290-4578
Bring along a friend or
family memberl

LPN needed for physician office, 8 to 5
Monday through
Friday. Please send
typed resume to P.O.
Box 1040-H, Murray,
KY 42071

April
•'
'
Showers
ring may(*id:
Flowers!

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger 8 Times,

House Delivery
3 mo.

Locsd Msdl

I yr..—$10500

3 Imo.
mo.........—$63.011
I yr. -----$110.00

Nalp Wanted
I

NAVY RESERVE
Serve part-time. No
military exp needed.
Paid training 8 potential sign-on bonus.
Great benefits.
Retirement. Call MonFri 1 -800-772-NAVY

CURRENTLY seeking
a mature retail specialist who would like to
work in
the fashion
accessory
industry
inside a successful
optometry
practice.
Sales expenence and
positive
attitude
required. Please bring
resumes
to
1208
Johnson Blvd.

06

Hoop Walled

of

the

Larry Elkins
Calloway County Judge Executive

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 12. 2010. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $31,622 .33, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder. at public suction on Friday. May 14. 2010, at the hour of
10.00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 1280 Carty Road, Murray.
KY, and being more particularly described as follows'
Beginning at a point in the East right of way line of Carty Road; also a corner
with West Vain, thence with right of way line S38 deg 58 East, 1260 feet tea
corner with Donald Hopkins. thence N 62 deg 06 East 28507. thence N 38
deg West 125 0 feet to scorner with West Vaco, thence S 62 deg 06' West,
355.07 feet to the point of beginning, containing 1 0 acres more or less

Notice is hereby given Calloway County Fiscal Court will accept sealed bids for the
listed items until 10,00 a.m. Tuesday, May Ilth, 2010, at which time they will be
opened and read aloud. The bids will be opened in the office of Larry Elkins, Judge
Executive, Calloway County, Kentucky

Please clearly !nark 'Sealed Bid" ea outside of bid envelope.

M.D.

PLAINTIFF

ALLEN WADKINS alkis ALLEN L WADKINS,
MARY ANN WADEINS, JIM WALTER HOMES, INC

Specifications and bid forma for the above items may be picked up between the
hours of 7 00 a m and 3 30 p is at the Calloway County Road Department. 105
East Sycamore Extended, Murray Kentucky Any questions should be directed to
Jodie Brooke, 270-753-4846

This 23rd day of
'2010
Respectfully submitted,

The Murray Board of Education is accepting sealed
bids for the 2010-2011 Murray Middle School
Yearbook Bids will be accepted until 2 00 p m
Thursday. May 6. 2010, at the Murray Board of
Education. Carter Administration Building,
208 S 13th Street, Murray KY 42071
The Murray Board of Education reserves the
right to waive defects and informalities in
bids and to reject any or all bids.

BRANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY
VS NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS
By virtue ifs Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 02,2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $85,003.72, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, May 14, 2010, at the hour of
10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1406 Johnson Street,
Murray, KY, and being more particularly described as follows•
Lot No. 5 in Section C in the Meadowlane Subdivision to the 'Them of Murray,
Kentucky, as shown by corrected plat recorded in Deed Book 103, Page 459, in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. Murray, Kentucky

Together with and subject to covenant& easements and restrictions of record.

Invitation to Bid
Murray Middle School Yearbook

Ina
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-30551

MICHAEL FOX, afkia MICHAEL S. FOX.
KARY LYNN FOX, a/k/a KARY L. FOX.
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY.
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION CABINET.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 12 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $96,497 32, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, May 14. 2010, at the hour of
10:00 a is , local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1737 Cherokee Trail.
Murray, KY. and being more particularly described as follows:
Being the 1.983 acre tract of land in Waiver of Subdivision of Melissa Sanders
property filed in Plat Book 38, Page 76, Slide 3632 and further described as follows.

YOU pick strawberries.
Louise Firls, 270-3546585.

I 1%1

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day

V° NOTICE OF SALE

MIKE RAY SANDERS, MELISSA ANN
SANDERS, TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS 1, LLC.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.
KINGDON FINANCIAL SERVICES. LLC

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Monty
Sow,She
Tomo

$8.50 Column Inch, 609 Discount 2nd Run,
40'; Discount 3rd Run.
(Al) I Ads A.fin-r Run Within o Day Period ,
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other numerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
nghts and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other miner
als, if any

tiCe of

DEADLINES

‘7x

PLAINTIFF

he need for

n our region.

dP41), CLASSIFIED AD RATES __MA
1
l'a

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Acton No, 09-CI-00520

BAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, LP
01...(a Countrywide Home Loans Servicing, LP

Ise

Reel EOM*
Lake Properly
LOU For fele
Lois For Rem
Farms For $aar
Acoroo
llonue Fur UP
liolorcyclim a ATV
Auto Porta
Sport LOOP" V•hide•
Wed Cars
Vera
Used Trirou
Cowers
loot A Motors
Sorrloo 011emo
Free Column
Tobacco 6 Sup..

010
Nodra

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00588

Photo provided

The auxiliary
ma Coleman.

430
436
440
446
460
466
440
470
490
446
490
416
503
510
520
530
MO
570

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or
Ashley Morris

LOW

irs and Jessie
/ice. The volresa Rewiski.
year include
idy Eldridge.
irolyn Lewis.
Story, Judith

Fenn &Moment
Neon Equipment
$pons Equipment
Finromod
iduaLcal
Podia Home Lola For Sara
Mobile Moon For Sale
Mobile Homes For Roil
Mobile HOT* Loa ROOM
13.ino5 Rentals
APerimenta For Flee
Roane For Rent
Itomito Fix Rent
Stomp Renters
Coonercial Property
Pots & Suppllee
Limit°. a Soma.
P0055 500
Land For Rant or Lease

or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

010

6,rs

190
195
200
210
220
200
275
290
295
300
329
130
340
360
370
390
390
410
425

,Callerwo

Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mail
Subscriptions

iFieryer & 1304maa

3 mo.--.....$70-50
6 mo
1

II

3
1 yr.----DODO

I
Check

Money Order

Visa

SVC

Name
I St. Address
I
City
I State
I
Daytime Ph.
I
Mail this coupon with payment to:

a.

1.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1918
4
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!Murray Ledger & Time

060
Help Wired

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
MOst have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
060
Help Waned

150
Adidas
For Saki

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help v antenf. section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to totmenvort Cori
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this nebsite
However as a national
yvebsite, not all listings
on the rahnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Time, Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
uth listings Thank you

All line ads
placed in our

NEW 10x14 portable
home addition extenor
door, window, metal
roof, vinyl siding, interior completely finished
Delivery and set-up
270-978-0984
portadditions@buildersmail.net
PRO Form XR 400R
exercise bike, $150
753-1547 227-1514

STORM
SHELTERS
Starks Brox.
Homes in Benton
or Mayflekl KY.
Call

paper are
posted on
our website
for free!

SPECIAL!!!
This 1x1.5
could be yours
for ONLY S85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

l-84k1-455-3001
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
NEEDED experienced
parts person for local
motor sports dealership Please call 270753-8078.
SOCIAL SERVICES
Placement Coordinator
(Mayfield): To help find
the best out-of-home
placement for children
and youth to meet their
diverse
needs.
Bachelor's degree in
social work, psychology Or related human
services field required.
Computer experience
and expehence working with children with
severe
emotional,
behavioral or family
problems
preferred.
Some travel required.
Send resume with
salary
history
to:
Jackie
Cheatham,
Children's
Review
Program, P.O. Box
13520, Lexington, KY
40511. Fax: (859)225HYPERLINK
3625.
"mailtolmcheatham
bluegrass.org''
imcheatharnAnThkegrass org EDE.

a

CHRISTIAN Childcare
Center
Now open. Enrolling
ages 0-5. $23 per day.
$110 weekly.
810 Whitnell St by
Neon Beach
767-1177

for data & prices
WEDDING dres8. Accessories &
crown 12701227-479c

Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

AN110UES, Call Larry
753-3633

WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270)753-1713

LANE loveseat tide-a
bed,
matching.
ottoman, storage compartment. $300
270-217-6255
MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 MAPLE ST
12701 761-7653
L.1b1,
444
S19,95
WESLEY
Allen
daybed. blacK wrought
iron, never slept on,
$250. 2 piece country
china cabinet with
hutch. $150. 759-0049

135 WF four cylinder
spin out wheels. like
new tires, buggy top
canopy, original paint
with 5 fool bushhog.
270-753-2293.
GRAIN prices posted
daily at www shoemakergrain com

Pool Table Guy,
211 Years Experience
Pooi lades Bought. 504,
Serviced and Moved

731-819-4655

2BR. LOT $8,500
753-6012

BUYING old pocket
knives and coin collections. 293-6999.
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th.
Murray.

3 Bedroom
2 Bath
Locall) Owned

METAL Roofing
01 40 year 29-ga
$1 99
#2 non warranty 29ga $1 76
19 different colors
Country Metals
(270)970-7084
Bilt
TROY
Riding
Mower 42" deck, 7
speed, 17.5 HP. $550.
227-9827

NICE 2BR $285.00.
No cats 753-6012

USED'
APPLIANCES

Now enrolling summer
care 761-5439
RENTAL and office
cleamng 227-6535
120

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866

Call For Details
931-906-3700

OR 2br apts flea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid. no pets
$270/mo. 767-9037
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 1 SBA, townshouse
very
nice.
Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR, Carport, patio,
redecorated.
W/D
hook-up, new appliances,
no
pets.
$385/mo. 293-6070
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
4BR. C/H/A, all appli
ances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-8556
TIM) 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 .
6
Ecwai Opportuntly

1St

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage All appliances
including
washer.
dryer, and dishwasher
$510/mo. 759-5885 or
293-7085.
HAZEL Apartn tents
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity_
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/HA, W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696, 2934600

Email us at mitamurrayledger.com

Lae Property
- -Unbelmivable

:
=047-Th'...4':'::
.iliti
7147.2',':-•,-.

( 1E5;11%4%6.1rE Ai./40111-ICOP.1)
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Sitotaaintiary. May 1sat, At 10:043 MAWR.
-77sse L-esta Martini ...lattcap Estate?"
11E17 STATE FDDILITTE 31319 E
VFX1E11:10 AULs_.AM
. 1114L IIE IINIE -W-ALB II1= WC lir
From Sedalia At The Intersection 01 Hwy 339 And Hwy 381.
Take H
339 West 3/10 Mlle A Short Drive South Of Ma
d

An Impressive Setting!
Stsowwirs By
A gapolinItmeiirst

_

Aral Estate Sella Al Dowd

The Jetton's Home Was Built With Pride & Character
Spacious Two Bedroom - Two Bath Brick Nome
Formal Living ROOM - Formal Dining Room
Eat irs 11Citcheara With Lots Of Datserverts
Family Doom With Firagslascaa
Plus A Kitclhieuriasttea Anti .....ry Ficaorn
A Two Car Garage And A Os-Attached Garage
1-1111cei Blows idastasiral Gas Caret,-al Gyartemra
<jaannawrimasti.00nra For New Survey And Detallsl>
Real Estate Terms :57,500.00 Down Day Of Sale, Balance In 30 Days
Beginning At 10:00 A.M. - Auction Highlights
Very Nice Antiques & Modern items From The Home
Federal Style Sofa • Victonan Ladies & Gentlemans Parlor Chairs And
Side Chairs • Several Victonan Marble Top Tables • Lillian Russell -Davis'
Secretary • Walnut Marble 1'..4) Wash Stand With Mirror • Walnut Ice Box
• Walnut Duncan Phyle Lirop Leaf Dining Table • Duncan Phyfe China
Cabinet • Six Ladder Back Chairs • Side Server • Painted Wash Stand •
Royal Doulton Grantham China Set • Candlewick Fostona • Depression
Era Glassware • Cats Paw Pitcher • Unique Entrance Han Tree w/Mail
Drop • Antique Lamps • Prints • Crockery. Chums • Ridgeway Mantle
Clock • Accent Tables MODERN ITEMS: Two - Recliners • Wing Back
Chairs • Sofa. Loveseat • Kitchen Table wi4 Chairs • Zenith Bog Screen TV •
Unique Wnbng Desk • Side Tables • Ken Holland Pnnts • 4 Piece King
Bedroom Suite • Small Entrance Piece •Cuno Cabinet • Rocker • Portable IV
• Pots, Pans Dishes • Lots Of Christmas Decorations • Linens • Household
Miscellaneous • Whirlpool washer & Dryer • Upright Freezer • Refrigerator •
Yard Furniture • Hand & lard Tools !!
LIKE NEW CUB CADET GT 2554 LAWN TRACTOR
Complete Settlement Day 01 Sala!

JIIIMIES Ft- CilS.H
7.35AucTIONEER& REAL ESTATE BROKER .
..,
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466

RC

'1 Hf. SE L LING MACHINE"

Log Cabin Sale
Sat May 15

LOG CABIN & 2 AC
Only 569.900
w/ FREE Boat
Slips!
Ready to finish tog
cabin & 2 acres abut
ting nature
preserve at 160,000
acre recreational lake
in KY
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154. a 3471
kyiakesale corn

MIIC Storage

%Mos

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

270-293-

73-254)5

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
•Trees shaped, ittill/Hdd of removed
!Stomp Removal •All modern epquipment
*24 hooreil
°overt !A Insured

Ron Frame Jr.
0-323 • Cell: 240-227-3140

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 -800-648-6056

2BR farm house, 1
bath, lust outside of
city limits 94W
$550/mo 753-2225 or
759-1509
3BR, 1BA, W&D
included. $650/mo,
$650/dep. 603
Sycamore. 3BR. IBA,
1710 Farmer Ave.
$750/mo, $750/dep.
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710
3BR, 28A, 2 car
garage, very nice.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
FOR Sale or Lease:
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock. 2
1/2 car garage.
270-873-7826

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
ugh Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI

1850 St. At. 121S
Murray, KY 42071

All sizes to
fit your needs
Located by
From radio station
75

9 7 9-

Housing Art Notice
1.1 .0,11..ed hon.:
•Lhiect
f cdcal Fa
mak,
illegal to adierhst an, prver
en, irtlitatl.,r1 or..11,rin1111.1
ton

Nee

270-753-5562

ioI.r, reit

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfteld Estates.

720 S.4TH ST.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

State la,.

dt•nr,TIllnalm ,n
in the ,11e, renlal or del,110.1n4
01 reel eNtate ,
Iation. In
13
,
0.1
to !how

BG Real Prope
Professionals

addition
proteeted
under tederal ian
11 1.111 knowing!, accept any
advt.:21.N, tor reel t-4,1t, ,h1,11
nor ri
,,r th,
per., •,••
F.cret-, trlrorn,,',1
111.1t ell d'At
ddw.nt,0.:

ROOFING
Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured
Don't be fooled by imitators, call
us for a free inspection today!

22T-4646 436-3080

Worm's Turf
70443 State Route 94 W
Murray.ICY 42071
(270 485-4098
• Installation
• Pick-up or Delivery

,.r

.1,31 ,p00rt,

1,00
',It, I al,
ion
r,ts

'dc. rtsing ris4iHre
\
ryth 11111

°{1p1Ve Buy Houses!
Intmediate
Debt Relief!
Sailing WI Estate
Iu Foredo/Kite 'P
Local Howe Buyers
Can Help!
No Coe To You
No Equity OK

Colasselesi Prop. Fat Rent
50X60 garage for rent
with (2) 14ft doors, al
compressor and rack
270-767-0443
270-226-9280

CORGI puppies, 6
wks. shots, AKC registered. $300. 270-2055784.
DOBERMAN Pinscher
AKC 6-male. 6-female,
ready third week of
April. 270-753-0531.
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC. CKC, shots
wormed, $300 270251-0310 evenings

YARD SALE

Jeremy Workman
270 9'78-7812

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
All ize Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

753-3853
Used Cars

WANTED: Appx. 40
acres, mostly wooded,
rolling, lake or lake
site, preferably with or
without house, country
road frontage.
270-354-5226

761HOME.COM
(2701 761-HOME

WHITE. 1991 Dodge
Stealth, 140,000-miles,
24 valve, V-6. 5-speed,
leather, seats, moon
roof. COLD a/c, PS,
PB. stereo-AM/FM/CD.
Extra clean. no rust, no
dents, runs FAST!!! I
have rebuilt this engine
and recovered the
leather seats. There is
absolutely
nothing
wrong with this car.
Don 731-593-5849.

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

.1..,,
it,
r

Horse Farm
8 miles NW of Calloway. 2BR, 1BA
on 17 acres. Recently remodeled
with lots of updates. Beautiful.
private setting.
(270) 227-8062
HOUSE FOR SALE - NEW LISTING

PLACE YOUR YARD SALE AD
WITH US TODAY,

..
3823 WISWELL RD.

DEADLINE FOR FRIDAY IS
THURSDAY BEFORE 10.00AM

Brick, 2.400 sf, 2 ca' garage on 3 wooded ac.
3BR 2BA with new h/a units. kit. appl. & roof.
Lg detached garage/rec. bldg. 4m from Murray.
Call (270)994-0862 for Appt.
$239,000

30 WORDS OR LESS $11.00
31-70 WORDS $18.00.'
FREE YARD SALE KIT WITH AD
MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

753-1916
YARD SALE
HIGH RIDGE RESORT
SUBDIVISION
2 MILES WEST OF AURORA
FRIDAY 8:00-4:00
SATURDAY 8:00-12:00
Chevy Blazer, 10" Kawasaki mule
rims & tires, small luggage trailer, fishing supplies, kerosene heater, TV,
microwave, bedroom furniture.

INSIDE
\ARDS:11.E
94 East. Old
Kreaktime Bldg.
12:00-6:00 P.M.
Home
Furnishings
& other mist'.
items.

Check us out
on the Web!

MUST SELL, 2001
Rav4, local car, great
condition. $9,500 Call
753-0913.

1997 Maxima, black
with black leather, sunroof. 180,000 miles,
one family owned, runs
great, taken care of,
$1,950. 759-4820.

I
ta:Z=103
6

You can count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 lam Taylor Trail
753-7728

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 nowt swami
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed St Insured
All jobs - big or small

We Finance

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.

$15.00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated.
978-5655, 759-9295
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee

753-1816 2274161

Need help
Promoting your
Busint5s?

S
CITY WIDE YARD SALE IS
SATURDAY MAY 1ST

lit

nig

ho)landmotorsales.com
270-753-4461

Hams For See

... 47--

%races Offered

293-7872
NICE 3-bedroom, 2bath Great neighborhood, In city school
district. Call 753-5800
or 293-7326

11

u

rs

\I \\ \CI

759-1151 •2
293-27

812 Whitnell Ave.

hurdtkap tarnikal

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Corner 4121S.& Gleadala
10100 $25 10x15 $40
(270)436-2524
(270) 293-6906

3BR, 29A with garage.
Above ground pool.
$140,000. 4-miles west
of Murray. 270-2936572.
GORGEOUS,
5BR/3.5BA New paint,
carpet, stainless appliances & counters.
Private deck oft master
suite, hardwood, shaded backyard. Visit
wvov 2103spindletop corn
293-4230, 293-0878.

Slump, Iedger & Times T•it

WAREHOUSES

AKC yellow lab pups
$125. 270-217-9356

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

BRAHAM Bull pure
bred, gray. 3 years,
tame/ friendly, $700
227-8627

Owne
Greg Man
(2701 293

• weekly & slktc
• locally wane,

Richard Price
'270 293-8035
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H.A.
Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've been
looking for. $450
deposit.
(270)978-0913

FuTRELL'
Serve
Trimming,
stump grind'
wood Insure(
489-2839

6" Continuou
Garage Doc
& Mainter

Res 270-4
112 acres great deer
urkey hunting. 46
acres tillable, Frontage
Hwy. 1836 one mile
north of new Hwy. 80.
Old home site overlooking timber with
Clark's River cutting
across corner. 270227-5888.
3 acre lot in prestigious Saratoga Farms.
Beaufilul country subdivision on the West
side of Murray, horses
allowed! One of the
best lots with trees
and a small pond! First
time offered by owner
$79,900 now Cr
$85,000 listed in May.
Owner ©931-206E767 pictures on midsouthhomes.net

MurrayI.e

Call us we will be
glad to help.
270-753-1916
(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
New homes, Additions.
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Siding,
Decks,
Roofing. Mobile Home
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $,75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service
Mowing
shrubs, tilling, bush
hogging, bladework
270-978-0543
270-436-5277

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

ML Garage Di
Installation, R
Maintenance
garage doors
tors 293-2357

Norm
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APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pas Mg. Sealcoating
& Hauling
TO'S TRAVIS

On

270-753-2279
BRUSH & 2Hs2a:m8pm.
P
ssretua ean
n
washed., fi4 36xit
--'
decks pressure
stained,.
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814
DIM Lawn
227-1916
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1/111‘t VI I RI 15114.
Kt \hilt! I IN(•
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you wil

jer & 'Limes
Murra

CLASSIFIEDS

Ledger & Times

Services Mew

X 20
icity

FREE
PICK UP

ce

St.
s Center

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tr 3e
Service
Trimming
removal
stump grinding, fire
wood Insured
489-2839

5

r Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner
Greg Meneftekf
(270) 293-84841

2.. 7-3140

HAI I'S WASTI
MAN W-J- NIENT
• weekH 2%. ve.1.11
• locally ounedioperated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

G
I Insured

ors, call
today!

5080

urf
94W
071
3
1
liner y

ML Garage Doors
Installation, Repairs &
Maintenance
on
garage doors & operators 293-2357

Ilamilton Granite

PRESSURE
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
ler M unlock • 2•41-1-2:1
Dwrila% Ilou. ii iii- 5i
LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
*Complete tree
removal'Gutter
cleaning *insured
(270)753-TREE
(8733)
(270)293-1118
Emergency

Electric

1986
UR SUMC-11
'Om.. & Ind
& Insured
- big or small

-9562

1 A-AFFORDlauiing. Clean
iges, gutters.
se work.

Horne
ment

i, Remodeling
Vinyl Siding,
Floors,
workers comp

3 Excavating
)tic Systems
ack hoe, and
hoe
work
in and repair
tic systems
fering septic
'tying Major
rds accepted

10E REPAIR

E & PARTS
93-8726 OR

in Buren

AVIS
HALT
Sealeoating
Noting

and operated
• Free Estimates
•tic & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny OBryan

(270)227-6160

COOK/A/6' FOR
84R64/4/S?
ONECA' ovr OuR
KNO SAM
Serraw /A/ 7/6'
CMS:W/1M

QUICK
LINE STRIPING
.1,„riking ,JIS
•Pothu* crack ,epa r
• Seal coating
available
Free Estimates

Justin Boggess
(270) 293-2892

To 4011017ISF

service Insured 16
years experience
Call (270)759-4564

WM/ I/S

daz ok Away
(270) 253-/9/6

41

MITCHELL

LAWN Mowing

BROS. PAVING
•Commercial &

ProLawn
Lawn Care

Residetal

Licensed &

*Asphalt Ins liation

Insured
(270) 293-1924

& Maintenance

,

David's Home
Improvement
LIC

40 yrs expenence

LAWN BOY
LAWN SERVICE
Free lawn care
estimate
We are insured
Get in while
time Slots are
available
978-9514
LOCAL Lawn Service
Free Estimates
(270)227-8417

Professional

Senien cocerw

(270)759-0501
Flight Instruction
(270)925-5387

MOWING
and
Trimming small to
large
Dependable.
reliable, gutters, mulch
shrubs tnmmed, hauing. 11 years expenence Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002.

PURCHASE
AREA PAVING
•Paving
-Seat Coating
*Gravel Hauling
•Backhoe Work
(270)293-2804

MURRAY Power ..'vEish
Commercial
Residential Vinyl siding. sidewalks, driveways. parking lots etc
293-7063. 293-7022

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Aerial BucketTruck
Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area.
519-8570.

Horoscope

WILL mow trim
mulch, paint, clean-up,
Of help move
1270)293-9086

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

TUTOR available
sot:gods
270-994-9218
murtaytutor 1 tt. qm.1

ROOFING
Licensed & Insured

(270)898-8733

References
available
Free Estimates
(270) 293-5383

(270)564-8798

(270) 293-6927

Insured

Al?

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is
270-753-1927

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, April 29, 2010:
This year, you often are challenged by others. Know that
your ideas and values are being
tested. Don't get stuck. When
you see that a concept, situation
or relationship isn't working.
graciously let go. Know when to
release what is no longer functioning. Your popularity soars.
especially if you know how to
say "no' diplomatically. If you
are single, you meet a lot of people this year. Go with someone
very different. If you are
attached, the two of you bone up
on your listening skills. You
might take a workshop of mutual interest together. SAGITTARIUS relates to you with depth.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Work directly with one

4728

WASHING
Vinyl siding
Wood siding
Bock • Concrete
Decks.. Fen.

Learn to fly

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

count on the
,xperieneed
West Ky.
Taylor Trail

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned

MILLS 8 SON

& Marble

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:

ESIZO

tpril 28. 2010• 31)

$30
Senors Mend

individual rather than on your
own. Yes, you are resourceful.
but you also might want the support and more ideas. Seek out
creative people and experts.
Unexpected news comes forward. Tonight: Be open to an
unusual idea.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Others demand a lot.
Sometimes you would like to
close the door and not listen. A
meeting proves to be supportive
and full of positive vibes.
Remember, others also have
their negatives and positives.
Tonight: Get together with a
friend.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
*** Emphasize accomplishment. Your product or work
draws a boss's attention. He or
she likes what you do and how
you do it. Don't feel disillusioned
by someone who always makes
your thinking look bogus.
Tonight: A must appearance.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your creativity doesn't
have a stopper attached to it.
You also don't have as much
control as you might like over
this gift. A discussion with an
associate could be tumultuous
and touchy. You are unusually
serious with a family member.
Tonight Do what comes naturally. Make sure you relax.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** If you can work from
home, all the better. You might
accomplish more with the help of

another person. Isn't that what or family member can release a
telephones are for"' Discussions. problem. Tonight: In your own
even in person. could be hard_
element.
Unexpected behavior also could CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
be thought-provoking. Tonight: **** Knock out key talks and
Now allow your imagination to meetings and complete a very
kick in. Remember, it is time to important project, if you can.
have fun.
Keep communication flowing.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
even if you are hearing a little too
***** Stay on top of your
much for your taste. Expect the
calls and messages. Someone unanticipated. Tonight Make it
could pop in with an unanticipat- early.
ed request, forcing a change of AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
plans. For the efficient Virgo, it is ****
Demonstrate
your
very hard to take this constant unusual leadership style, yet
reorganization. Tonight: Visit with
don't lose sight of your priorities.
a pal or two on the way home.
Build financial security through
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
taking risks with care. You.
**** Realize that more is
among others, can be a little wild
hanging in limbo than money. at times! Tonight: Double-check
Other issues are floating to the
your change
forefront. You might want or PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
need to change your direction to ***** If yc u don't get into the
avoid it. Accept new technology issues and detach from them,
and ideas that come along
you will be more likely to find an
Tonight. Nap and then decide.
effective solution. Be willing to
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
break patterns, talk to people
**** While others wander and
you don't often talk to. Learn
question what is going on, you
where you could be blocking
seem to be on target. An unex- yourself. Tonight: Be spontapected idea could pay off, espe- neous.
cially if it taps into a child or creative project A family member BORN TODAY
seems to be vested in creating
Actress Kate Mulgrew (1955),
confusion. Tonight. Enjoy the actor. comedian Jerry Seinfeld
moment
(1954), producer Master P
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. (1967)
21)
"••
*** Understand that you are
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
playing the waiting game and Internet at www.jacguelinebithat the wait isn't very long. Do garcom.
needed research and gather (c) 2010 by King Features
more facts. You could be sur- Syndicate Inc.
prised by how easily a roommate

Shiloh. Rottikeiler
adult, female

Photo provided
LEADERSHIP

TOMORROW

AT

ROTARY: Members

ot Murray-Calloway County's
"Leadership Tomorrow" class were recent guests of the Rotary Club of Murray. Each member
of the class was given the opportunity to tell the club a bit about their background, career interests and what they gained from the "Leadership Tomorrow" expenence. "These extraordinary
young people certainly inspired us." said Roger Reichmuth, club president. "It is so very
rewarding to witness such bright, knowledgable, caring and dedicated high school students
from our community. It gives us a lot of faith and hope in the future as they become leaders
in their professions and contributors to their communities. Hopefully, many will choose to
make those contributions right here in Murray," he said.

NliricaL ‘tune Coon. Tabby
4.11Ige klix. one year old
neutered. male

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-1 PM
Fume information «101,1(
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter

at (270) 759-4141

:Fin.
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OF MURRAY

S2,000 OFF"MISRP
On Every New Prins In Stock!

Callers to 1.800.ACS.2345 or visitors to www.cancer.org can' find cancer
information and support 24 hours a day.

Cancer information specialists are available day and night, answering
questions and offering peace of mind when cancer patients need it most.

'I R

53-2279

& Hammer
&
decks oresashed
and
136-2228
Futrell Lawns exp.

Cancer Survivors Network provides an online community with chat rooms
and information resources for survivors and caregivers at www.concer.org.

Your involvement can change a life.

m Care

•1

Current Toyota Owners: When you buy a new Toyota from Toyota of Murray
you will receive two years of FREE certified maintenance at no charge!

•

RELAY

FON LIE
f
ir3

Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(270)753-4961 • Fax (270) 759-9918• website - toyotaofmurray.com
Hours: 8 am - 7 pm Mon.-Fri.•8 am - 5 pm Sat.

April 30, 2010
7 p.m. to 6 a.m.
MSU Stewart Stadium

43• WedsIsday,April 2$, MO

Looking Back
10 years ago
Murray Post Office joins a
nationwide campaign to raise
funds for breast cancer research
by encouraging use of a special fundraising stamp on card
and letters with a goal of selling out stamps.
WMU Blood River Church
held its quarterly meeting in
the fellowship hall of First
Baptist Church, South Fourth
Street. Randy Wright spoke
about "Gang Activity in Western Kentucky."
Murray State University
women's golf team prepared
to defend its Ohio Valley Conference title for the fourth
straight season
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
participants of the 18th annual Special Olympics twirling
ribbons at Stewart Stadium.
Clint Hutson, senior at Murray High School, is selected Student of the Week by Century
21 and W.1SP.
Kelli Burkeen became the
eighth student at Murray State
University to win International Radio Television Society's
Summer Internship.
Paschall
Truck
Lines
announces Steve Starks Driver
of the Month.
The cabinet for Human
Resources
awarded a Calloway County nursing home
the state's highest rating for
two levels of patient care.
Calloway County High
School is preparing for its third
annual Project Graduation for
the 1990 senior class with Karen
Helm as faculty coordinator.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of

outgoing President Chamber of
Commerce Walter Apperson
being presented certificate of
appreciation.
Murray High sweeps pair
from Fulton County to build
record to 13-3.
The Brothers Who Care
organization presented a donation to the Douglas All Star
Team.
loesph Williams Graves,
Murray, was named to the
dean's list for the 1980 winter quarter at East Tennessee
University.
Sgt. George D. Maxwell
recently enlisted for six years
in the United States Army while
serving as supply sergeant with
6th Calvary, Lightning Brigade
at Fort Knox.
40 years ago
Members of Western Waterland engage in a motorcade
tour of the Kentucky Lake.
Amy Wilson is named President of Murray High Student
Council.
Mayor Holmes Ellis congratulates Fire Captain NueII
McNutt on his fourteen years
of service.
Panty hose sell for 68 cents.
50 years ago
Governor Bert Combs proclaims the week of April 2530 3rd Annual FBLA Week of
Kentucky.
Folgers coffee lists at 59
cents.
60 years ago
Louis Boyd, Lynn Grove,
announced one of the winners
in student dairy judging contest.
Senior class at New Concord presents " The Minx form
Missouri.

Today in Nistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 28,
the 118th day of 2010. There are
247 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 28, 1758, the fifth
president of the United States,
James Monroe, was born in Westmoreland County, Va.
On this date.
In 1788, Maryland became the
seventh state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1789, the mutiny on HMS
Bounty took place as the crew of

the British ship set Capt. William
Bligh and 18 sailors adrift in a
launch in the South Pacific, (Bligh
and most of the men with him
managed to reach Timor in 47
days.)
In 1918, Gavrilo Princip. the
assassin of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria and the archduke's wife. Sophie. died in prison
of tuberculosis.
In 1940. Glenn Miller and his
Orchestra recorded "Pennsylvania
6-5000" for RCA Victor.
In 1945, Italian dictator Beni-
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COMICS / FEATURES
Wife holds her tongue while
man gives a lashing with his
DEAR ABBY: Would you
please print the signs of a
mental abuser? My husband
is like night and day. There's
no in-between. He curses at me,
calls me names, tells me I'm
stupid and, when he raises his
hand palni outward, it's my
sign to shut
up.
I have to
leave notes
about where
I am, what
time I'll be
home, and if
I'm a minute
late, I'm in
Dear Abby for it big
time. When
By Abigail
I try to stand
Van Buren
up
for
myself he
tells me I'm a b---- or "too
sensitive." He also tells me
what to wear.
Why on earth would I still
love this guy? Please print the
signs because I know a lot of
other women in this situation.
-- BEATEN DOWN IN
FLORIDA
DEAR BEATEN DOWN:
By printing your letter I HAVE
printed the signs of a
mental/emotional abuser. Your
husband's behavior is classic,
and I don't know why you
would still love him. Women
stay with men like your husband because they don't think
they deserve better, or because
they are financially dependent. "Love" has nothing to do
with it.
Because verbal and emotional abuse can escalate into physical abuse, I'm printing the
toll-free number of the National Domestic Violence Hotline.

It's (800) 799-7233
*OMNI

DEAR ABBY: How do you
deal with a thief in your midst?
I have a 21-year-old relative
who steals. He has stolen from
me, and I suspect from other
members of the family as well.
Please don't suggest therapy - he's had years of therapy.
Recently, he was caught stealing from a purse belonging
to his mother's best friend.
The problem is family gatherings. I'm not comfortable
telling my guests that they
must watch their valuable,.
but I cannot deal with thc
possibility of having a guest's
possessions or money stolen.
Also. I don't particularly relish the idea of having him
loose in my house.
He hasn't shown any particular interest in attending
these functions and often hasn't attended when invited, but
its hard to know whether
excluding him might make him
feel left out. My inclination
is to tell him the reason I
don't want to invite him. Should
I? -- HIS RELATIVE
DEAR RELATIVE: If he
asks why he wasn't invited,
by all ineans tell him. If years
of counseling haven't curbed
his compulsion to steal, it's possible that one day he will
learn in a jail cell what he
didn't learn on the couch.
Meanwhile, I see no compelling reason to continue inviting him to family gatherings.
Not only will you be doing
your guests a favor, you'll be
exposing your relative to less
temptation.

DEAR
ABBY:
My
boyfriend has two children
from a previous relationship.
I love them very much and
to Mussolini and his mistress, treat them like my own. We
often go out with the children
Clara Petacci, were executed by
Italian partisans as they attempt- to playgrounds, shopping, etc.
Abby, people often refer to
ed to flee the country.
In 1958, the United States conme as the children's mother.
ducted the first of 35 nuclear test They'll say, "Ask your mom
explosions in the Pacific Proving ..." things like that. What's the
Ground as part of Operation Hardproper response to this? I find
tack 1. Vice President Richard
it embarrassing because I'm
Nixon and his wife, Pat, began a
goodwill tour of Latin America not their mother. But I don't
that was marred by hostile mobs want to make anyone uncomin Lima, Peru, and Caracas. fortable by saying I'm not.
Venezuela
What would be the most polite
response to someone in that
situation? -- NOT MOMMY
IN MAINE
DEAR NOT MOMMY:
voki 1tll IT'S
The most polite response would
ST1),L tNC612 U.IAR424).1T4?
be to ignore their mistake.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear
Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles. CA 90069.

Murray Ledger & Times

Doc has patient's number
DEAR DR. GOTT: I was
wondering, after years of seeing
my general practitioner, why he
changed his policy to now demand
my driver's-license number for his
files. I feel this is an invasion of
my privacy.
With that last bit of Information, 1 am now not in charge of
the protection of my privacy. He
is subject to
office breakins, unhappy
employees,
theft, loss of
disks or whatever
forms
the information is stored
on to hackers.
Why do they
need anything
Dr. Gott
more than an
address and
By
Dr. Peter Gott Social Secunty number?
DEAR READER: Sadly. people assume false identities for a
variety of reasons, a common
practice in the medical profession. People without health insurance assume the names and insurance numbers of another. Until a
person gets caught, this allows
him or her to feel important. visit
medical centers, and receive testing and services without paying
one penny. I've yet to detenrune
why anyone would want to appear
to take on the medical issues of
another, but it happens. I feel I
have enough issues of my own;
I certainly don't need those of
others. I guess there's always the
chance someone could obtain drugs
for personal use or to be sold on
the street for profit. He or she
likely never considers the fact that
a medication might have a severe
adverse effect or could interact with
other drugs. The practice is dangerous and outright stupid. The
implications and complications are

overwhelming.
It o someumes said that going
to a Large medical facility Is like
taking a number at the deli counter of your local supermarket. If
you are shuttled along without
someone making sure that you
are you, problems can occur. You
can receive incorrect medication.
be treated for a condition you
don't have, or be given an incorrect diagnosis. If your chart contains photo identification, whether
it's your driver's license or some
other form of photo ID, the likelihood of this is lessened. The
practice protects your physician,
but, more importantly, it protects
you. It's actually in your best
interests to provide a copy for
your physician's records. While
he may have known you for many
years, it is difficult to let some
charts slide without photo ID and
demand it only of new patients.
The simplest way is to set a hard
rule across-the-board.
Without offering my likely
explanation, ask for the reason
on your next visit to his office.
I could be way off base. Then
you can make a determination
whether or not to protect this last
bit of privacy or find another
physician, unless you have already
provided him your number. You
already trust him with your life.
I guess you can simply hope his
records will not be stolen or misused.
To provide related information,
I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Choosing a Physician." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a selfaddressed stamped No. 10 envelope and a $2 check or money
order to l'Jewsletter, P.O Box 167,
Wickliffe. OH 44092-0167. Be sure
to mention the title or pnnt an
order form offmywebsite at
www.AskDrQottMD.com.

Contract Bridge
Last dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q 4
•8 3
•A 9 7 5 3
•A 1062
WEST
EAST
•A 9 8 6
•7 5 3
•J 10 7 4 2
1110 Q 96
•Q 6
•J 10 8 2
•83
#K 7 4
SOUTH
•KJ 102
•AK 5

spades, diamonds or clubs.
Diamonds should be dismissed
outright because the suit lacks body
and, more importantly, success
would sot be guaranteed even if the
missing diamonds were divided 3-3.
In contrast, clubs and spades are
certain to provide enough tricks for
the contract, even if declarer loses
thc finesse in clubs. All South has to
do is to make sure that the opponents
don't score five tricks before he has
taken nine.
The sole threat is that West has
five or more hearts and might even•K 4
tually gain the lead to run the suit.
*Q1 9 5
But the only way West could gain the
The bidding:
lead would be with the ace of spades.
East
South
West
North
West should therefore be deprived of
Pass
I NT
Pass
3 NT
that potential entry while South still
Opening lead
four of hearts.
has a second heart stopper, so spades
The most saccessful bridge play- are attacked immediately.
ers are not the ones who continually
In the actual case. West takes the
devise brilliant strategies, but those
first or second spade and returns a
who make the fewest mistakes. The heart, ducked by declarer. A third
player who commits the fewest heart is won by the ace, and the club
errors, hid alter bid and play after finesse is then attempted. East wins.
play, usually comes out on top.
but since he cannot reach West's
Today's band is one on which good beans, the contract is home
many declarers would fail to make with an overtrick.
three notrump. This outcome, how Note that if declarer attempts the
Cs Cr, would be ditcctly attnbutable to club finesse first. Last takes the king
an error rather than good defensive and dislodges South's last heart stopplay or bad luck.
per. When declarer eventually leads a
The opening heart lead is taken spade to try to develop the gameby the king, and the question is going tricks. West wins with the ace
whether South, who needs to develop and cashes his remaining hearts to
four more ineks, should first attack score a one-tnck set.
Tomorrow: Diabolical defense
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Crosswords
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47 Edge past
51 Send packing
54 Jellystone
denizen (2
wds.)
56 — spumante
57 Jeannie portrayer
58 Half of CIV
59 Umpire's call
60 Tweeted
61 Bartender's
rocks

1 Channel-surf
4 Small brown
bird
8 Dog in Or
12 Senora Peron
13 Own
14 Verve
15 Furniture buy
17 Encounter
18 Bean or Welles
19 Easy victory
21 Holiday mo.
23 Major artery
27 Fall off in energy
30 Familiar auth.
33 Puppy plaint
34 Tiny parasites
35 Itinerary word
36 Margarita rim
additive
37 911 staffer
38 Equinox mo
39 Aardvark's diet
40 Happen next
42 Say what?
44 Not even one
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Absolute —

Declare
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Felt boots
Complain
Moved quickly
Hardly —
Despot who fiddled
Beethoven's
beat
Bullring shout
— kwon do
Hamilton's prov.
17
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16 Get stuck
20 Boy. eventually
22 Neanderthal's
home
24 O'Neal of films
8
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I FIGURE IN ABOUT
ONE MORE MONTN
I'LL BOTTOM OUT..

10
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SMARTER CM ErETTIN6
("UMBER EVER' PAY,
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SHOT Upn MOM
A
OMQ 110010
GROW U000BOOM
ROWE)
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OMO000
MUMMA ORM GEM
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MOM 000 MUNRO
OMMEIMO
MEMO
MOMOM
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25 Lean
26 Many NYC
homes
27 Go on the lam
28 Sketch
29 Does something
31 Bite
32 Court ritual
36 Bwana. in
India
38 Freighter's
place
41 Prior to
43 Taking advantage of
45 Bread grains
46 Jedi knight
trainer
48 Grocery section
49 Non-clerical
50 A Great Lake
51 III-mannered
one
52 Canteen initials
53 Alphabet trio
55 Pentagon VIP

